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MOTIVATION

• Since the Higgs discovery, studying its properties has been main focus.  

• Likely connection between Higgs and new physics: Extended Scalar 
Sector, EW symmetry breaking, Fermion masses, Higgs portal DM etc.  

• Currently, the Higgs data agrees with the SM, but still allows sizable 
space for simple extensions to the standard model, which may further link 
to complete theories.  

• Collider possibilities: LHC, future lepton colliders
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Figure 5: Measurements of (a) all  coupling modifier parameters simultaneously for two di↵erent
assumptions in the ATLAS combined analysis [42] and (b) of the scaling of the Higgs boson couplings
as a function of the particle mass in the CMS analysis [41].

8 Conclusions

Higgs boson measurements based on 35 to 80 fb�1 of proton-proton collision data recorded at the
LHC by the ATLAS and CMS experiments have been reviewed. With this dataset, important
milestones for Higgs boson physics at the LHC have been reached with the observation of the tt̄H

production and of the decay H ! bb̄. The four main production processes and five main decay
modes of the Higgs boson are now established. In addition, measurements involving bosons in the
final state reach higher precision allowing quasi-model independent measurements of di↵erential
cross-sections. Studies of the Higgs boson couplings using the combination of all investigated
production and decay modes are reported with accuracy on coupling modifier parameters reaching
10 to 20%. The results are consistent with the Standard Model expectations.
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O↵-shell Higgs at the high mass tail region may contain a crucial information of the underlying
mechanism of the the electroweak symmetry breaking. We investigate several possible modifications
of the Higgs sector that a↵ects the behavior of the Higgs in the o↵-shell region via looking at
gg ! V V process, and showed that such modifications would generically increased the distribution
spectrum in the high mass region, where the main contribution comes from the longitudinal mode.
We propose to utilize the polarization modes of the o↵-shell Higgs to probe such new physics.
We focus on a study of the gg ! ZZ process in fully leptonic and semi-leptonic decay modes, and
demonstrate that our method indeed provides a very sensitive probe and discriminant of new physics
that can be hidden easily underneath the SM background.
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FIG. 1: Example Feynman diagrams for gg ! ZZ

through the massive top top quark in the loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

Depending on the di↵erent polarization combination of
the final state Z bosons, Z pair production could be cat-
egorized into TT (transverse-transverse), TL(transverse-
longitudinal), and LL(longitudinal-longitudinal) modes.
According to the goldstone equivalence theorem, at high
energy, the ZLZL final states would be equivalent to the
Goldstone boson, and thus the Higgs sector. It is thus
natural to consider tagging this polarization mode for
improving understanding of the scalar sector.

Closely related to the electroweak symmetry breaking,
the importance of probing the longitudinal component of
the vector bosons have been long discussed. For example
in the context of vector boson scattering[? ? ] and
recently in a similar work on the ZZ production in the
o↵-shell Higgs region [? ].

As a result of the negative interference between the
box and the S-channel Higgs triangle diagrams, both
with heavy quarks running in the loop1, in the Standard
model, the total cross section of gg ! ZZ is dominated

by the TT mode, which is mainly contributed by the box
diagrams with light quarks running in the loop. To see
explicitly in Fig. 2, the cross sections as a function ofp
s from the light quark box-loop, the third generation

quark box-loop, and the S-channel Higgs diagrams are
separately shown. We see that the massive quark box-
loop contribute mainly to the LL mode, the same as Higgs
contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,

Agg!ZLZL(box) )�8C2
A

m
2
q

s

s

m
2
Z

log2(s/mt)

⇠ � log2(s/mt). (1)

This amplitude actually violates unitarity at high energy
scale. The amplitude from the Higgs contribution is

⇤ sjjlee@korea.edu † ishaed@gmail.com
‡ zhuoniq@ibs.re.kr
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At High energy scale, each diagram diverges:

Prominent in Z-longitudinal mode

S. Lee, M. Park, ZQ: arXiv:1812.02679
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contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,
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through the massive top top quark in the loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

Depending on the di↵erent polarization combination of
the final state Z bosons, Z pair production could be cat-
egorized into TT (transverse-transverse), TL(transverse-
longitudinal), and LL(longitudinal-longitudinal) modes.
According to the goldstone equivalence theorem, at high
energy, the ZLZL final states would be equivalent to the
Goldstone boson, and thus the Higgs sector. It is thus
natural to consider tagging this polarization mode for
improving understanding of the scalar sector.

Closely related to the electroweak symmetry breaking,
the importance of probing the longitudinal component of
the vector bosons have been long discussed. For example
in the context of vector boson scattering[? ? ] and
recently in a similar work on the ZZ production in the
o↵-shell Higgs region [? ].

As a result of the negative interference between the
box and the S-channel Higgs triangle diagrams, both
with heavy quarks running in the loop1, in the Standard
model, the total cross section of gg ! ZZ is dominated

by the TT mode, which is mainly contributed by the box
diagrams with light quarks running in the loop. To see
explicitly in Fig. 2, the cross sections as a function ofp
s from the light quark box-loop, the third generation

quark box-loop, and the S-channel Higgs diagrams are
separately shown. We see that the massive quark box-
loop contribute mainly to the LL mode, the same as Higgs
contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,
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through the massive top top quark in the loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

Depending on the di↵erent polarization combination of
the final state Z bosons, Z pair production could be cat-
egorized into TT (transverse-transverse), TL(transverse-
longitudinal), and LL(longitudinal-longitudinal) modes.
According to the goldstone equivalence theorem, at high
energy, the ZLZL final states would be equivalent to the
Goldstone boson, and thus the Higgs sector. It is thus
natural to consider tagging this polarization mode for
improving understanding of the scalar sector.

Closely related to the electroweak symmetry breaking,
the importance of probing the longitudinal component of
the vector bosons have been long discussed. For example
in the context of vector boson scattering[? ? ] and
recently in a similar work on the ZZ production in the
o↵-shell Higgs region [? ].

As a result of the negative interference between the
box and the S-channel Higgs triangle diagrams, both
with heavy quarks running in the loop1, in the Standard
model, the total cross section of gg ! ZZ is dominated

by the TT mode, which is mainly contributed by the box
diagrams with light quarks running in the loop. To see
explicitly in Fig. 2, the cross sections as a function ofp
s from the light quark box-loop, the third generation

quark box-loop, and the S-channel Higgs diagrams are
separately shown. We see that the massive quark box-
loop contribute mainly to the LL mode, the same as Higgs
contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Depending on the di↵erent polarization combination of
the final state Z bosons, Z pair production could be cat-
egorized into TT (transverse-transverse), TL(transverse-
longitudinal), and LL(longitudinal-longitudinal) modes.
According to the goldstone equivalence theorem, at high
energy, the ZLZL final states would be equivalent to the
Goldstone boson, and thus the Higgs sector. It is thus
natural to consider tagging this polarization mode for
improving understanding of the scalar sector.

Closely related to the electroweak symmetry breaking,
the importance of probing the longitudinal component of
the vector bosons have been long discussed. For example
in the context of vector boson scattering[? ? ] and
recently in a similar work on the ZZ production in the
o↵-shell Higgs region [? ].

As a result of the negative interference between the
box and the S-channel Higgs triangle diagrams, both
with heavy quarks running in the loop1, in the Standard
model, the total cross section of gg ! ZZ is dominated

by the TT mode, which is mainly contributed by the box
diagrams with light quarks running in the loop. To see
explicitly in Fig. 2, the cross sections as a function ofp
s from the light quark box-loop, the third generation

quark box-loop, and the S-channel Higgs diagrams are
separately shown. We see that the massive quark box-
loop contribute mainly to the LL mode, the same as Higgs
contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Depending on the di↵erent polarization combination of
the final state Z bosons, Z pair production could be cat-
egorized into TT (transverse-transverse), TL(transverse-
longitudinal), and LL(longitudinal-longitudinal) modes.
According to the goldstone equivalence theorem, at high
energy, the ZLZL final states would be equivalent to the
Goldstone boson, and thus the Higgs sector. It is thus
natural to consider tagging this polarization mode for
improving understanding of the scalar sector.

Closely related to the electroweak symmetry breaking,
the importance of probing the longitudinal component of
the vector bosons have been long discussed. For example
in the context of vector boson scattering[? ? ] and
recently in a similar work on the ZZ production in the
o↵-shell Higgs region [? ].

As a result of the negative interference between the
box and the S-channel Higgs triangle diagrams, both
with heavy quarks running in the loop1, in the Standard
model, the total cross section of gg ! ZZ is dominated

by the TT mode, which is mainly contributed by the box
diagrams with light quarks running in the loop. To see
explicitly in Fig. 2, the cross sections as a function ofp
s from the light quark box-loop, the third generation

quark box-loop, and the S-channel Higgs diagrams are
separately shown. We see that the massive quark box-
loop contribute mainly to the LL mode, the same as Higgs
contribution. Through the separate contributions of the
top triangle and box diagrams, the LL mode become
important and even dominant starting from mZZ(

p
s)

around 600 GeV and on. The destructive interference be-
tween the diagrams however, leave the total cross section
dominated by light quark box-loop contribution, which
is mainly in the TT mode throughout

p
s.

The high energy behavior of the di↵erent box diagrams
channels could be understood from the amplitude level.
The box diagram amplitude scales with the square of the
ZQ̄Q coupling, and there are Axial-axial (CACA), axial-
vector (CV CA) and vector-vector (CV CV ) three terms.
The axial-vector part vanishes due to charge-parity con-
servation [? ]. In the large

p
s >> mt limit, the am-

plitude for vector-vector type scales with 1/s along with
the ggZZ form factor, due to vector current conserva-
tion of the four vector couplings. The axial current is not
conserved for massive quarks and could scale as

p
s/mZ

from the longitudinally polarized Z’s. Thus the axial-
axial part could contribute in the ZLZL mode in thep
s >> mt limit is,
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two Z’s are symmetric, the di↵erential cross section over
cos ✓1 would thus be, (✏TT + ✏TL/2)(|M|2+ + |M|2�)/2 +
(✏TT + ✏TL/2)|M|2

L
.

To enhance the ZLZL mode in searches, a simple cut
selecting the central region of the cos ✓ distribution are
thus motivated. At parton level, the optimal cut value
to enhance �L/

p
�T could be calculated exactly from the

analytic expression of the transverse and longitudinal dis-
tributions. This leads to a significance enhancement on
the LL channel over the TT channel �LL/

p
�TT at the

level of 26%, with a cut requiring,

�0.68 < cos ✓ < 0.68. (5)

The cut e�ciencies are {59%, 86%} for the TT and LL
mode respectively, at the matrix element level for both
the leptonic and hadronic decay modes of the vector
bosons. In principle, as long as the decay is all visi-
ble, the measurement of cos ✓ could be reconstructed. In
practice, the leptonic mode, though suppressed by decay
branching ratio, is cleaner to reconstruct; the hadronic
mode, especially in the boosted region of the Z bosons,
would su↵er from large systematics due to realistic ef-
fects such as parton shower, hadronization and detector
smearing.

B. semi-leptonic channel 2`2j

C. semi-visible channel 2`2⌫ and 2j2⌫(?)

III. ANALYSIS

It is necessary to point out that experimental searches
on specific cases of NP in the Higgs sector, through ZZ

final states, already make full use of the kinematics in the
final states to discriminate signal and background. For
heavy resonance searches, see for example in the CMS
collaboration, [? ],[? ]. Typically a narrow width or
at most �S/mS = 10% are assumed and the reinterpre-
tation is not applicable. In the experimental study of
putting indirect limit on Higgs total width, the o↵-shell
Higgs coupling are measured in the ZZ channel, where
the “signal” is optimized based on gg ! H

⇤
> ZZ pro-

cess. We demonstrated above that NP in the Higgs sec-
tor is prominent in the LL mode especially at high energy
scale. Making use of this information, we then propose
discriminant (e.g. �LL/�TT , and that from the pseudo-
experiment(?)) to improve/optimizie the experimental
sensitivity on generic Higgs sector new physics, which
shows up in the high energy scale.

A. Higgs portal light scalar

As studied in paper [? ], a light scalar in the Higgs por-
tal with mass of mS > mh/2 contributing through loop
e↵ects to the Higgs self energy, would modify the mZZ

distribution at high energy scale. Such a light scalar with
no vacuum expectation value and couples only through
the Higgs portal, is otherwise poorly constrained except
from precision measurements of the �Zh total rate at a
lepton collider[? ].
The simplified Lagrangian of a SM plus a complex

scalar is chosen to be in the form of:

L = LSM + @µS@
µ
S
⇤ � µ

2|S|2 � |S|2|�|2. (6)

In the one-loop renormalized theory, the internal Higgs
propagator is replaced with its 1PI form

Propagator =
i

p2 � µ
2
h
� i⌃̂h(p2)

(7)

Here, ⌃̂h(s) is the renormalized self-energy, defined as

⌃̂h(s) = ⌃h(p
2)� �µ

2
h
+ (p2 � µ

2
h
)�Zh. (8)

µ
2
h
is the square of complex mass defined as µ2

h
= m

2
h
�

imh�h. �Zh and �µ
2
h
are the wave function and mass

renormalizations of the Higgs field, respectively. In the
on-shell scheme, they are defined as,

�µ
2
h
= ⌃h(µ

2
h
), �Zh = �d⌃h

dp2
(µ2

h
). (9)

To understand the cross section deviation with the
modified propagator, we see that when

p
s > 2mS the

renormalized self energy ⌃̂h(p2) are complex. Re(⌃̂h)
corresponds to the decay amplitude of h ! SS, and
shifts the angle of the amplitude from Higgs contribu-
tion. The imaginary part Im(⌃̂h) changes the magnitude
of the amplitude of the Higgs contribution. In the highp
s limit, the imaginary part from the loop contribution

is negligible compared to the real contribution, and the
non-cancellation of the divergent log( s

m2
z

) term between

the Higgs and box contribution is mostly due to the an-
gular shift in the Higgs amplitude. This diverging high
energy behavior becomes apparent in the LL mode as
expected.
We choose the same parameter and study the polariza-

tion composition of the BSM case. From Fig. 5, we can
clearly see the deviation of BSM compared to the SM in
the LL mode (Right top plot), which contributions to the
increase in the total rate (Left top plot). We also show
in the plot the ratio of the BSM/SM rate, and the polar-
ization fraction of LL and TT mode respectively, for the
BSM case.
Issue with the scheme, we should in principle use MS

scheme instead, with the renormalized self energy run-
ning with the scale µ which should be taken around

p
s.

But the di↵erence should be higher order. Tao used the
on-shell scheme. Still, would the MS scheme kill/reduce
further the deviation?
Using the tagging strategy of the final state ZZ po-

larizations as discussed in Sec.II, we greatly improve the
sensitivity on the model parameter  as seen in Fig. (fig-
ure to come)
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two Z’s are symmetric, the di↵erential cross section over
cos ✓1 would thus be, (✏TT + ✏TL/2)(|M|2+ + |M|2�)/2 +
(✏TT + ✏TL/2)|M|2

L
.

To enhance the ZLZL mode in searches, a simple cut
selecting the central region of the cos ✓ distribution are
thus motivated. At parton level, the optimal cut value
to enhance �L/

p
�T could be calculated exactly from the

analytic expression of the transverse and longitudinal dis-
tributions. This leads to a significance enhancement on
the LL channel over the TT channel �LL/

p
�TT at the

level of 26%, with a cut requiring,

�0.68 < cos ✓ < 0.68. (5)

The cut e�ciencies are {59%, 86%} for the TT and LL
mode respectively, at the matrix element level for both
the leptonic and hadronic decay modes of the vector
bosons. In principle, as long as the decay is all visi-
ble, the measurement of cos ✓ could be reconstructed. In
practice, the leptonic mode, though suppressed by decay
branching ratio, is cleaner to reconstruct; the hadronic
mode, especially in the boosted region of the Z bosons,
would su↵er from large systematics due to realistic ef-
fects such as parton shower, hadronization and detector
smearing.

B. semi-leptonic channel 2`2j

C. semi-visible channel 2`2⌫ and 2j2⌫(?)

III. ANALYSIS

It is necessary to point out that experimental searches
on specific cases of NP in the Higgs sector, through ZZ

final states, already make full use of the kinematics in the
final states to discriminate signal and background. For
heavy resonance searches, see for example in the CMS
collaboration, [? ],[? ]. Typically a narrow width or
at most �S/mS = 10% are assumed and the reinterpre-
tation is not applicable. In the experimental study of
putting indirect limit on Higgs total width, the o↵-shell
Higgs coupling are measured in the ZZ channel, where
the “signal” is optimized based on gg ! H

⇤
> ZZ pro-

cess. We demonstrated above that NP in the Higgs sec-
tor is prominent in the LL mode especially at high energy
scale. Making use of this information, we then propose
discriminant (e.g. �LL/�TT , and that from the pseudo-
experiment(?)) to improve/optimizie the experimental
sensitivity on generic Higgs sector new physics, which
shows up in the high energy scale.

A. Higgs portal light scalar

As studied in paper [? ], a light scalar in the Higgs por-
tal with mass of mS > mh/2 contributing through loop
e↵ects to the Higgs self energy, would modify the mZZ

distribution at high energy scale. Such a light scalar with
no vacuum expectation value and couples only through
the Higgs portal, is otherwise poorly constrained except
from precision measurements of the �Zh total rate at a
lepton collider[? ].
The simplified Lagrangian of a SM plus a complex

scalar is chosen to be in the form of:

L = LSM + @µS@
µ
S
⇤ � µ

2|S|2 � |S|2|�|2. (6)

In the one-loop renormalized theory, the internal Higgs
propagator is replaced with its 1PI form

Propagator =
i

p2 � µ
2
h
� i⌃̂h(p2)

(7)

Here, ⌃̂h(s) is the renormalized self-energy, defined as

⌃̂h(s) = ⌃h(p
2)� �µ

2
h
+ (p2 � µ

2
h
)�Zh. (8)

µ
2
h
is the square of complex mass defined as µ2

h
= m

2
h
�

imh�h. �Zh and �µ
2
h
are the wave function and mass

renormalizations of the Higgs field, respectively. In the
on-shell scheme, they are defined as,

�µ
2
h
= ⌃h(µ

2
h
), �Zh = �d⌃h

dp2
(µ2

h
). (9)

To understand the cross section deviation with the
modified propagator, we see that when

p
s > 2mS the

renormalized self energy ⌃̂h(p2) are complex. Re(⌃̂h)
corresponds to the decay amplitude of h ! SS, and
shifts the angle of the amplitude from Higgs contribu-
tion. The imaginary part Im(⌃̂h) changes the magnitude
of the amplitude of the Higgs contribution. In the highp
s limit, the imaginary part from the loop contribution

is negligible compared to the real contribution, and the
non-cancellation of the divergent log( s

m2
z

) term between

the Higgs and box contribution is mostly due to the an-
gular shift in the Higgs amplitude. This diverging high
energy behavior becomes apparent in the LL mode as
expected.
We choose the same parameter and study the polariza-

tion composition of the BSM case. From Fig. 5, we can
clearly see the deviation of BSM compared to the SM in
the LL mode (Right top plot), which contributions to the
increase in the total rate (Left top plot). We also show
in the plot the ratio of the BSM/SM rate, and the polar-
ization fraction of LL and TT mode respectively, for the
BSM case.
Issue with the scheme, we should in principle use MS

scheme instead, with the renormalized self energy run-
ning with the scale µ which should be taken around

p
s.

But the di↵erence should be higher order. Tao used the
on-shell scheme. Still, would the MS scheme kill/reduce
further the deviation?
Using the tagging strategy of the final state ZZ po-

larizations as discussed in Sec.II, we greatly improve the
sensitivity on the model parameter  as seen in Fig. (fig-
ure to come)
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FIG. 3: (Left)The normalized cos ✓ distribution for transverse and longitudinally polarized Z’s respective. (Right)
the significance of longitudinal Z over transverse Z ✏L/

p
✏T as a function of the angular cut cos ✓cut.

FIG. 4: (Left top)The di↵erential cross sections of gg ! ZZ process comparing BSM and SM and the qq̄ ! ZZ in
the SM, and the ratio (left bottom) between the BSM and SM gg ! ZZ process. (Right top) The di↵erential cross
section in various polarization modes comparing the BSM and SM, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL mode and TT

mode components compared to the total rate.

B. Broad-width heavy scalar

Another example would be a heavy scalar that decay
to ZLZL, with the amplitude proportional to its mixing
with the SM scalar doublet. Here we take a representa-
tive example of an additional real scalar with interaction
to the Higgs doublet as,

L � LSM � µSS|�|2+ (10)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, there is mixing
term between the S and the Higgs h. The mixing an-

gle could be calculated as tan ✓ = µSvp
(µSv)2+(m2

S
�m

2
H
)2
,

here v is the SM vev. In the limit m2
S
� m

2
H

and small
mixing, the mixing angle is ⇠ µSv/m

2
S
[? ] Through the

mixing, all the Higgs couplings to the other SM particles
are rescaled by cos ✓, while the SXX couplings being
sin ✓ the SM value. We take the scalar mass at around
MS = 800 GeV and cos↵ = 0.4 as being still allowed by
current data [? ], and assume a broad width �S = 400
GeV. The very broad width we argue could arise from S

couples to light Hidden sector, or cascade decay back to
the SM eventually. The former could be constrained by

• CaseB: Heavy Higgs with broad decay width

H = sin↵ S
phy + cos↵ H

phy
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Figure 12: �(gg ! H) ⇥ B(H ! ⌧⌧) as a function of MH at the 13 TeV LHC. For two
cases of t� = 3 and t� = 4, we set Mt0 = 300 GeV, Mb0 = 340 GeV, M⌫0 = 430 GeV, and
M⌧ 0 = 380 GeV. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by
using HIGLU package [54]. We also show the ATLAS and CMS 95% C.L. upper bounds on
� ⇥ B(� ! ⌧⌧).
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Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the gg ! ZZ process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q

denotes all of the four generation quarks, including t
0 and b

0.

fusion production via the quark loops is sub-leading, of which the cross section is about 10%

of the Drell-Yan process. In the 2HDM-SM4, the Drell-Yan process qq̄ ! ZZ is not a↵ected

since the CKM mixing V4i is extremely suppressed. The gluon fusion process has three

kinds of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 13: (a) the triangle diagrams mediated by

h; (b) the triangle diagrams mediated by H; (c) the box diagrams. New contributions are

from the fourth generation quarks running in the loops and from the H-triangle diagram.

Figure 14 shows the non-interference contributions to d�/dmZZ(gg ! ZZ) from the

h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams as a function of mZZ at the 13 TeV LHC. We

set t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV and include Kgg = 1.8 and Kqq̄ = 1.5. The definition of

d�i is given in Eq. (6.1). The box diagrams (d�⇤) yield the continuum background with

monotonically decreasing slope against mZZ , but the fourth generation quarks in the loop
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two Z’s are symmetric, the di↵erential cross section over
cos ✓1 would thus be, (✏TT + ✏TL/2)(|M|2+ + |M|2�)/2 +
(✏TT + ✏TL/2)|M|2
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To enhance the ZLZL mode in searches, a simple cut
selecting the central region of the cos ✓ distribution are
thus motivated. At parton level, the optimal cut value
to enhance �L/

p
�T could be calculated exactly from the

analytic expression of the transverse and longitudinal dis-
tributions. This leads to a significance enhancement on
the LL channel over the TT channel �LL/

p
�TT at the

level of 26%, with a cut requiring,

�0.68 < cos ✓ < 0.68. (5)

The cut e�ciencies are {59%, 86%} for the TT and LL
mode respectively, at the matrix element level for both
the leptonic and hadronic decay modes of the vector
bosons. In principle, as long as the decay is all visi-
ble, the measurement of cos ✓ could be reconstructed. In
practice, the leptonic mode, though suppressed by decay
branching ratio, is cleaner to reconstruct; the hadronic
mode, especially in the boosted region of the Z bosons,
would su↵er from large systematics due to realistic ef-
fects such as parton shower, hadronization and detector
smearing.

B. semi-leptonic channel 2`2j

C. semi-visible channel 2`2⌫ and 2j2⌫(?)

III. ANALYSIS

It is necessary to point out that experimental searches
on specific cases of NP in the Higgs sector, through ZZ

final states, already make full use of the kinematics in the
final states to discriminate signal and background. For
heavy resonance searches, see for example in the CMS
collaboration, [? ],[? ]. Typically a narrow width or
at most �S/mS = 10% are assumed and the reinterpre-
tation is not applicable. In the experimental study of
putting indirect limit on Higgs total width, the o↵-shell
Higgs coupling are measured in the ZZ channel, where
the “signal” is optimized based on gg ! H

⇤
> ZZ pro-

cess. We demonstrated above that NP in the Higgs sec-
tor is prominent in the LL mode especially at high energy
scale. Making use of this information, we then propose
discriminant (e.g. �LL/�TT , and that from the pseudo-
experiment(?)) to improve/optimizie the experimental
sensitivity on generic Higgs sector new physics, which
shows up in the high energy scale.

A. Higgs portal light scalar

As studied in paper [? ], a light scalar in the Higgs por-
tal with mass of mS > mh/2 contributing through loop
e↵ects to the Higgs self energy, would modify the mZZ

distribution at high energy scale. Such a light scalar with
no vacuum expectation value and couples only through
the Higgs portal, is otherwise poorly constrained except
from precision measurements of the �Zh total rate at a
lepton collider[? ].
The simplified Lagrangian of a SM plus a complex

scalar is chosen to be in the form of:

L = LSM + @µS@
µ
S
⇤ � µ

2|S|2 � |S|2|�|2. (6)

In the one-loop renormalized theory, the internal Higgs
propagator is replaced with its 1PI form

Propagator =
i

p2 � µ
2
h
� i⌃̂h(p2)

(7)

Here, ⌃̂h(s) is the renormalized self-energy, defined as

⌃̂h(s) = ⌃h(p
2)� �µ

2
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2
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)�Zh. (8)
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2
h
is the square of complex mass defined as µ2

h
= m

2
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imh�h. �Zh and �µ
2
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are the wave function and mass

renormalizations of the Higgs field, respectively. In the
on-shell scheme, they are defined as,
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2
h
= ⌃h(µ

2
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), �Zh = �d⌃h

dp2
(µ2

h
). (9)

To understand the cross section deviation with the
modified propagator, we see that when

p
s > 2mS the

renormalized self energy ⌃̂h(p2) are complex. Re(⌃̂h)
corresponds to the decay amplitude of h ! SS, and
shifts the angle of the amplitude from Higgs contribu-
tion. The imaginary part Im(⌃̂h) changes the magnitude
of the amplitude of the Higgs contribution. In the highp
s limit, the imaginary part from the loop contribution

is negligible compared to the real contribution, and the
non-cancellation of the divergent log( s

m2
z

) term between

the Higgs and box contribution is mostly due to the an-
gular shift in the Higgs amplitude. This diverging high
energy behavior becomes apparent in the LL mode as
expected.
We choose the same parameter and study the polariza-

tion composition of the BSM case. From Fig. 5, we can
clearly see the deviation of BSM compared to the SM in
the LL mode (Right top plot), which contributions to the
increase in the total rate (Left top plot). We also show
in the plot the ratio of the BSM/SM rate, and the polar-
ization fraction of LL and TT mode respectively, for the
BSM case.
Issue with the scheme, we should in principle use MS

scheme instead, with the renormalized self energy run-
ning with the scale µ which should be taken around

p
s.

But the di↵erence should be higher order. Tao used the
on-shell scheme. Still, would the MS scheme kill/reduce
further the deviation?
Using the tagging strategy of the final state ZZ po-

larizations as discussed in Sec.II, we greatly improve the
sensitivity on the model parameter  as seen in Fig. (fig-
ure to come)
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FIG. 3: (Left)The normalized cos ✓ distribution for transverse and longitudinally polarized Z’s respective. (Right)
the significance of longitudinal Z over transverse Z ✏L/

p
✏T as a function of the angular cut cos ✓cut.

FIG. 4: (Left top)The di↵erential cross sections of gg ! ZZ process comparing BSM and SM and the qq̄ ! ZZ in
the SM, and the ratio (left bottom) between the BSM and SM gg ! ZZ process. (Right top) The di↵erential cross
section in various polarization modes comparing the BSM and SM, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL mode and TT

mode components compared to the total rate.

B. Broad-width heavy scalar

Another example would be a heavy scalar that decay
to ZLZL, with the amplitude proportional to its mixing
with the SM scalar doublet. Here we take a representa-
tive example of an additional real scalar with interaction
to the Higgs doublet as,

L � LSM � µSS|�|2+ (10)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, there is mixing
term between the S and the Higgs h. The mixing an-

gle could be calculated as tan ✓ = µSvp
(µSv)2+(m2

S
�m

2
H
)2
,

here v is the SM vev. In the limit m2
S
� m

2
H

and small
mixing, the mixing angle is ⇠ µSv/m

2
S
[? ] Through the

mixing, all the Higgs couplings to the other SM particles
are rescaled by cos ✓, while the SXX couplings being
sin ✓ the SM value. We take the scalar mass at around
MS = 800 GeV and cos↵ = 0.4 as being still allowed by
current data [? ], and assume a broad width �S = 400
GeV. The very broad width we argue could arise from S

couples to light Hidden sector, or cascade decay back to
the SM eventually. The former could be constrained by

• CaseB: Heavy Higgs with broad decay width
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Figure 12: �(gg ! H) ⇥ B(H ! ⌧⌧) as a function of MH at the 13 TeV LHC. For two
cases of t� = 3 and t� = 4, we set Mt0 = 300 GeV, Mb0 = 340 GeV, M⌫0 = 430 GeV, and
M⌧ 0 = 380 GeV. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by
using HIGLU package [54]. We also show the ATLAS and CMS 95% C.L. upper bounds on
� ⇥ B(� ! ⌧⌧).
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Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the gg ! ZZ process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q

denotes all of the four generation quarks, including t
0 and b

0.

fusion production via the quark loops is sub-leading, of which the cross section is about 10%

of the Drell-Yan process. In the 2HDM-SM4, the Drell-Yan process qq̄ ! ZZ is not a↵ected

since the CKM mixing V4i is extremely suppressed. The gluon fusion process has three

kinds of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 13: (a) the triangle diagrams mediated by

h; (b) the triangle diagrams mediated by H; (c) the box diagrams. New contributions are

from the fourth generation quarks running in the loops and from the H-triangle diagram.

Figure 14 shows the non-interference contributions to d�/dmZZ(gg ! ZZ) from the

h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams as a function of mZZ at the 13 TeV LHC. We

set t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV and include Kgg = 1.8 and Kqq̄ = 1.5. The definition of

d�i is given in Eq. (6.1). The box diagrams (d�⇤) yield the continuum background with

monotonically decreasing slope against mZZ , but the fourth generation quarks in the loop
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]
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The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is
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Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
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Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
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where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
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this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).

For LHC phenomenology - need a pole @ 125 GeV and a gap 
to BSM continuum

Zh chosen to canonically normalize pole state - affects strength 
of couplings to other SM fields
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).

Generally:
continuum

µ and �

Example: model with just 2 new parameters

SM recovered in limits µ ! 1 and/or � ! 1
µ2

• CaseC: Quantum Critical Higgs modifying the Scalar Sector at high scale

Correct IR dynamics:
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).

For LHC phenomenology - need a pole @ 125 GeV and a gap 
to BSM continuum

Zh chosen to canonically normalize pole state - affects strength 
of couplings to other SM fields
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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two Z’s are symmetric, the di↵erential cross section over
cos ✓1 would thus be, (✏TT + ✏TL/2)(|M|2+ + |M|2�)/2 +
(✏TT + ✏TL/2)|M|2

L
.

To enhance the ZLZL mode in searches, a simple cut
selecting the central region of the cos ✓ distribution are
thus motivated. At parton level, the optimal cut value
to enhance �L/

p
�T could be calculated exactly from the

analytic expression of the transverse and longitudinal dis-
tributions. This leads to a significance enhancement on
the LL channel over the TT channel �LL/

p
�TT at the

level of 26%, with a cut requiring,

�0.68 < cos ✓ < 0.68. (5)

The cut e�ciencies are {59%, 86%} for the TT and LL
mode respectively, at the matrix element level for both
the leptonic and hadronic decay modes of the vector
bosons. In principle, as long as the decay is all visi-
ble, the measurement of cos ✓ could be reconstructed. In
practice, the leptonic mode, though suppressed by decay
branching ratio, is cleaner to reconstruct; the hadronic
mode, especially in the boosted region of the Z bosons,
would su↵er from large systematics due to realistic ef-
fects such as parton shower, hadronization and detector
smearing.

B. semi-leptonic channel 2`2j

C. semi-visible channel 2`2⌫ and 2j2⌫(?)

III. ANALYSIS

It is necessary to point out that experimental searches
on specific cases of NP in the Higgs sector, through ZZ

final states, already make full use of the kinematics in the
final states to discriminate signal and background. For
heavy resonance searches, see for example in the CMS
collaboration, [? ],[? ]. Typically a narrow width or
at most �S/mS = 10% are assumed and the reinterpre-
tation is not applicable. In the experimental study of
putting indirect limit on Higgs total width, the o↵-shell
Higgs coupling are measured in the ZZ channel, where
the “signal” is optimized based on gg ! H

⇤
> ZZ pro-

cess. We demonstrated above that NP in the Higgs sec-
tor is prominent in the LL mode especially at high energy
scale. Making use of this information, we then propose
discriminant (e.g. �LL/�TT , and that from the pseudo-
experiment(?)) to improve/optimizie the experimental
sensitivity on generic Higgs sector new physics, which
shows up in the high energy scale.

A. Higgs portal light scalar

As studied in paper [? ], a light scalar in the Higgs por-
tal with mass of mS > mh/2 contributing through loop
e↵ects to the Higgs self energy, would modify the mZZ

distribution at high energy scale. Such a light scalar with
no vacuum expectation value and couples only through
the Higgs portal, is otherwise poorly constrained except
from precision measurements of the �Zh total rate at a
lepton collider[? ].
The simplified Lagrangian of a SM plus a complex

scalar is chosen to be in the form of:

L = LSM + @µS@
µ
S
⇤ � µ

2|S|2 � |S|2|�|2. (6)

In the one-loop renormalized theory, the internal Higgs
propagator is replaced with its 1PI form

Propagator =
i

p2 � µ
2
h
� i⌃̂h(p2)

(7)

Here, ⌃̂h(s) is the renormalized self-energy, defined as

⌃̂h(s) = ⌃h(p
2)� �µ

2
h
+ (p2 � µ

2
h
)�Zh. (8)

µ
2
h
is the square of complex mass defined as µ2

h
= m

2
h
�

imh�h. �Zh and �µ
2
h
are the wave function and mass

renormalizations of the Higgs field, respectively. In the
on-shell scheme, they are defined as,

�µ
2
h
= ⌃h(µ

2
h
), �Zh = �d⌃h

dp2
(µ2

h
). (9)

To understand the cross section deviation with the
modified propagator, we see that when

p
s > 2mS the

renormalized self energy ⌃̂h(p2) are complex. Re(⌃̂h)
corresponds to the decay amplitude of h ! SS, and
shifts the angle of the amplitude from Higgs contribu-
tion. The imaginary part Im(⌃̂h) changes the magnitude
of the amplitude of the Higgs contribution. In the highp
s limit, the imaginary part from the loop contribution

is negligible compared to the real contribution, and the
non-cancellation of the divergent log( s

m2
z

) term between

the Higgs and box contribution is mostly due to the an-
gular shift in the Higgs amplitude. This diverging high
energy behavior becomes apparent in the LL mode as
expected.
We choose the same parameter and study the polariza-

tion composition of the BSM case. From Fig. 5, we can
clearly see the deviation of BSM compared to the SM in
the LL mode (Right top plot), which contributions to the
increase in the total rate (Left top plot). We also show
in the plot the ratio of the BSM/SM rate, and the polar-
ization fraction of LL and TT mode respectively, for the
BSM case.
Issue with the scheme, we should in principle use MS

scheme instead, with the renormalized self energy run-
ning with the scale µ which should be taken around

p
s.

But the di↵erence should be higher order. Tao used the
on-shell scheme. Still, would the MS scheme kill/reduce
further the deviation?
Using the tagging strategy of the final state ZZ po-

larizations as discussed in Sec.II, we greatly improve the
sensitivity on the model parameter  as seen in Fig. (fig-
ure to come)

• Case A: Higgs Sector Light scalar with Z2 symmetry

DI-BOSON PRODUCTION TO PROBE HIGGS SECTOR NEW PHYSICS

• CaseD: EFT Operator for Example:

( ̄{µ
@
⌫}
 )DµH

†
D⌫H
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FIG. 3: (Left)The normalized cos ✓ distribution for transverse and longitudinally polarized Z’s respective. (Right)
the significance of longitudinal Z over transverse Z ✏L/

p
✏T as a function of the angular cut cos ✓cut.

FIG. 4: (Left top)The di↵erential cross sections of gg ! ZZ process comparing BSM and SM and the qq̄ ! ZZ in
the SM, and the ratio (left bottom) between the BSM and SM gg ! ZZ process. (Right top) The di↵erential cross
section in various polarization modes comparing the BSM and SM, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL mode and TT

mode components compared to the total rate.

B. Broad-width heavy scalar

Another example would be a heavy scalar that decay
to ZLZL, with the amplitude proportional to its mixing
with the SM scalar doublet. Here we take a representa-
tive example of an additional real scalar with interaction
to the Higgs doublet as,

L � LSM � µSS|�|2+ (10)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, there is mixing
term between the S and the Higgs h. The mixing an-

gle could be calculated as tan ✓ = µSvp
(µSv)2+(m2

S
�m

2
H
)2
,

here v is the SM vev. In the limit m2
S
� m

2
H

and small
mixing, the mixing angle is ⇠ µSv/m

2
S
[? ] Through the

mixing, all the Higgs couplings to the other SM particles
are rescaled by cos ✓, while the SXX couplings being
sin ✓ the SM value. We take the scalar mass at around
MS = 800 GeV and cos↵ = 0.4 as being still allowed by
current data [? ], and assume a broad width �S = 400
GeV. The very broad width we argue could arise from S

couples to light Hidden sector, or cascade decay back to
the SM eventually. The former could be constrained by

• CaseB: Heavy Higgs with broad decay width
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Figure 12: �(gg ! H) ⇥ B(H ! ⌧⌧) as a function of MH at the 13 TeV LHC. For two
cases of t� = 3 and t� = 4, we set Mt0 = 300 GeV, Mb0 = 340 GeV, M⌫0 = 430 GeV, and
M⌧ 0 = 380 GeV. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by
using HIGLU package [54]. We also show the ATLAS and CMS 95% C.L. upper bounds on
� ⇥ B(� ! ⌧⌧).
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Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the gg ! ZZ process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q

denotes all of the four generation quarks, including t
0 and b

0.

fusion production via the quark loops is sub-leading, of which the cross section is about 10%

of the Drell-Yan process. In the 2HDM-SM4, the Drell-Yan process qq̄ ! ZZ is not a↵ected

since the CKM mixing V4i is extremely suppressed. The gluon fusion process has three

kinds of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 13: (a) the triangle diagrams mediated by

h; (b) the triangle diagrams mediated by H; (c) the box diagrams. New contributions are

from the fourth generation quarks running in the loops and from the H-triangle diagram.

Figure 14 shows the non-interference contributions to d�/dmZZ(gg ! ZZ) from the

h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams as a function of mZZ at the 13 TeV LHC. We

set t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV and include Kgg = 1.8 and Kqq̄ = 1.5. The definition of

d�i is given in Eq. (6.1). The box diagrams (d�⇤) yield the continuum background with

monotonically decreasing slope against mZZ , but the fourth generation quarks in the loop
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
�
@2

�2�� h . (18)

Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:

L = �h†
�
@2 + µ2

�2�� h . (19)

Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
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The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is
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Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
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(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be
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The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
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This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]

G(p2) = � i

(�p2 + i✏)2�� . (17)

The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is

LGFF = �h†
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Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
tum:
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Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
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corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.
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in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
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where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be
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The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
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This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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continuum

µ and �

Example: model with just 2 new parameters

SM recovered in limits µ ! 1 and/or � ! 1
µ2

• CaseC: Quantum Critical Higgs modifying the Scalar Sector at high scale
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the theory is quadratic in this case, a 1PI e↵ective La-
grangian density can be constructed whose path integral
generates the two-point functions of the theory. As an
example, we consider an unbroken CFT with a scalar
operator h with scaling dimension �. The two-point
function is then fixed by conformal invariance:[42]
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The Lagrangian that reproduces this two-point function
is
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Phenomenological constraints suggest that if there is
a strongly coupled sector mixing with the Higgs, then
there must either be a gap, or the mixing must be highly
suppressed. A simple IR deformation of the above La-
grangian provides a two-point function that features a
gap, yet reduces to conformal behavior at high momen-
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Here µ reduces to a mass term (a pole in the two-point
function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.
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of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
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where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
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papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
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(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).
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function) as � goes to 1, but for other values of � rep-
resents the beginning of a cut. The µ term gives a con-
tribution to the potential energy (the p ! 0 limit) and
removes the massless degrees of freedom. In terms of a
fundamental CFT description this would correspond to
the continuum shifted to start at p2 = µ2 rather than at
p2 = 0.

There are other possibilities [10, 22] for the structure
of the above quadratic Lagrangian that correspond to
di↵erently shaped spectral density functions. The dif-
ferent shapes correspond to di↵erent ways in which the
behavior of the theory makes the transition from the
IR, where conformal symmetry is broken, to the UV,
where it is restored. For the sake of simplicity we will
use examples based on this simple model, but want to
emphasize again that this is not a necessary or unique
choice. The appearance of a continuum in the UV of a
conformal theory is quite generic. Whether or not this
survives as a true continuum or becomes a discretuum
depends strongly on the mechanism of the breaking of
conformality in the IR and the corresponding dynamics
of the CFT. We will see in the section below that for
CFT’s with AdS duals a continuum theory generically
corresponds to soft-wall type constructions, while those
with a discretuum correspond to hard walls as in the
original RS models.

In general, the two-point function can be formulated
in terms of a spectral density function. Of course, with
the discovery of the Higgs particle, we insist that the

spectral density includes at least a pole at 125 GeV, with
features that closely resemble those of the SM Higgs. A
general two-point function with a pole at m2

h
, and a cut

beginning at the scale µ is

Gh(p
2) =

i

p2 � m2
h

+

Z
1

µ2

dM2 ⇢(M2)

p2 � M2
. (20)

A simple Lagrangian that yields a two-point function of
the above form is

Lquadratic = � 1

2Zh
h
⇥
@2 + µ2

⇤2�� h+ 1

2Zh
(µ2�m2

h
)2��h2 ,

(21)
where the physical pole mass, mh ⇡ 125 GeV, and the
quadratic terms in Eq. (21) are obtained by expand-
ing the Higgs potential around its minimum, such that
hhi = 0, h being the real part of the fluctuation around
the VEV. Note that while the scaling dimension of h is
�, its engineering dimension is 1. Since h is assumed
to be weakly coupled, the scaling dimension of h2 is 2�
to first order, so the bounds of [23] are not relevant.
Perturbative corrections will also give additional contri-
butions to the spectral density, shifting both the location
of the branch cut, and the overall shape. These e↵ects,
though, are both sub-dominant, and we neglect them in
our estimation of form factors. It is convenient to work
with a canonically normalized Higgs field. To achieve
this we can set the residue of the pole to 1 by choosing
the normalization to be

Zh =
(2 � �)

(µ2 � m2
h
)
��1 . (22)

The propagator for the physical Higgs scalar can then
be written simply as

Gh(p) = � i Zh
(µ2 � p2 + i✏)2�� � (µ2 � m2

h
)2��

. (23)

This type of propagator has been studied in a variety of
papers [6, 24, 25], including its AdS5 description [26, 29].
Besides modified propagators, the Higgs Lagrangian

(21) is associated with non-standard couplings between
the Higgs field components and the transverse polariza-
tions of the electroweak gauge bosons, once we promote
the derivative in Eq. (19) to a gauge covariant derivative.
In fact, it also gives rise to new vertices with arbitrary
powers of the gauge fields. Here we will use the results
of [6] which used the Mandelstam technique [30] of path-
ordered exponentials (aka Wilson lines) to ensure gauge
invariance. The form factors that describe the interac-
tions of the rescaled Higgs field h with gauge fields are
given in Appendix A, along with further details on the
Lagrangian Eq. (21).

Generally:
continuum

µ and �

Example: model with just 2 new parameters

SM recovered in limits µ ! 1 and/or � ! 1
µ2
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<latexit sha1_base64="G18qgAOo1XSVmqML0EIMrRN8B8o=">AAAB+XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEG8NuGrUL2FhGMBdI1jA7OZsMmb0wczYYlryJjYUitr6JnW/jJNlCE38Y+PjPOZwzv59IodFxvq219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0D46buo4VRwaPJaxavtMgxQRNFCghHaigIW+hJY/up3VW2NQWsTRA04S8EI2iEQgOENj9Wy77DqPWRfhCbPLqTst9+ySU3Hmoqvg5lAiueo9+6vbj3kaQoRcMq07rpOglzGFgkuYFruphoTxERtAx2DEQtBeNr98Ss+N06dBrMyLkM7d3xMZC7WehL7pDBkO9XJtZv5X66QYXHuZiJIUIeKLRUEqKcZ0FgPtCwUc5cQA40qYWykfMsU4mrCKJgR3+cur0KxWXMP31VLtJo+jQE7JGbkgLrkiNXJH6qRBOBmTZ/JK3qzMerHerY9F65qVz5yQP7I+fwA9tZK2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G18qgAOo1XSVmqML0EIMrRN8B8o=">AAAB+XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEG8NuGrUL2FhGMBdI1jA7OZsMmb0wczYYlryJjYUitr6JnW/jJNlCE38Y+PjPOZwzv59IodFxvq219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0D46buo4VRwaPJaxavtMgxQRNFCghHaigIW+hJY/up3VW2NQWsTRA04S8EI2iEQgOENj9Wy77DqPWRfhCbPLqTst9+ySU3Hmoqvg5lAiueo9+6vbj3kaQoRcMq07rpOglzGFgkuYFruphoTxERtAx2DEQtBeNr98Ss+N06dBrMyLkM7d3xMZC7WehL7pDBkO9XJtZv5X66QYXHuZiJIUIeKLRUEqKcZ0FgPtCwUc5cQA40qYWykfMsU4mrCKJgR3+cur0KxWXMP31VLtJo+jQE7JGbkgLrkiNXJH6qRBOBmTZ/JK3qzMerHerY9F65qVz5yQP7I+fwA9tZK2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G18qgAOo1XSVmqML0EIMrRN8B8o=">AAAB+XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEG8NuGrUL2FhGMBdI1jA7OZsMmb0wczYYlryJjYUitr6JnW/jJNlCE38Y+PjPOZwzv59IodFxvq219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0D46buo4VRwaPJaxavtMgxQRNFCghHaigIW+hJY/up3VW2NQWsTRA04S8EI2iEQgOENj9Wy77DqPWRfhCbPLqTst9+ySU3Hmoqvg5lAiueo9+6vbj3kaQoRcMq07rpOglzGFgkuYFruphoTxERtAx2DEQtBeNr98Ss+N06dBrMyLkM7d3xMZC7WehL7pDBkO9XJtZv5X66QYXHuZiJIUIeKLRUEqKcZ0FgPtCwUc5cQA40qYWykfMsU4mrCKJgR3+cur0KxWXMP31VLtJo+jQE7JGbkgLrkiNXJH6qRBOBmTZ/JK3qzMerHerY9F65qVz5yQP7I+fwA9tZK2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G18qgAOo1XSVmqML0EIMrRN8B8o=">AAAB+XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEG8NuGrUL2FhGMBdI1jA7OZsMmb0wczYYlryJjYUitr6JnW/jJNlCE38Y+PjPOZwzv59IodFxvq219Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0D46buo4VRwaPJaxavtMgxQRNFCghHaigIW+hJY/up3VW2NQWsTRA04S8EI2iEQgOENj9Wy77DqPWRfhCbPLqTst9+ySU3Hmoqvg5lAiueo9+6vbj3kaQoRcMq07rpOglzGFgkuYFruphoTxERtAx2DEQtBeNr98Ss+N06dBrMyLkM7d3xMZC7WehL7pDBkO9XJtZv5X66QYXHuZiJIUIeKLRUEqKcZ0FgPtCwUc5cQA40qYWykfMsU4mrCKJgR3+cur0KxWXMP31VLtJo+jQE7JGbkgLrkiNXJH6qRBOBmTZ/JK3qzMerHerY9F65qVz5yQP7I+fwA9tZK2</latexit>

400
<latexit sha1_base64="6X1thjodi98y1lzyK/7DSERjtdg=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIlRvBS8eK9oPaEPZbDft0s0m7E6EEvoTvHhQxKu/yJv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJFAZd99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aJU814i8Uy1t2AGi6F4i0UKHk30ZxGgeSdYHI7r3eeuDYiVo84Tbgf0ZESoWAUrfVw5bqDcsWtuguRdfByqECu5qD81R/GLI24QiapMT3PTdDPqEbBJJ+V+qnhCWUTOuI9i4pG3PjZYtUZubDOkISxtk8hWbi/JzIaGTONAtsZURyb1drc/K/WSzG89jOhkhS5YsuPwlQSjMn8bjIUmjOUUwuUaWF3JWxMNWVo0ynZELzVk9ehXat6lu9rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzmfP1fHjSE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6X1thjodi98y1lzyK/7DSERjtdg=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIlRvBS8eK9oPaEPZbDft0s0m7E6EEvoTvHhQxKu/yJv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJFAZd99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aJU814i8Uy1t2AGi6F4i0UKHk30ZxGgeSdYHI7r3eeuDYiVo84Tbgf0ZESoWAUrfVw5bqDcsWtuguRdfByqECu5qD81R/GLI24QiapMT3PTdDPqEbBJJ+V+qnhCWUTOuI9i4pG3PjZYtUZubDOkISxtk8hWbi/JzIaGTONAtsZURyb1drc/K/WSzG89jOhkhS5YsuPwlQSjMn8bjIUmjOUUwuUaWF3JWxMNWVo0ynZELzVk9ehXat6lu9rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzmfP1fHjSE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6X1thjodi98y1lzyK/7DSERjtdg=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIlRvBS8eK9oPaEPZbDft0s0m7E6EEvoTvHhQxKu/yJv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJFAZd99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aJU814i8Uy1t2AGi6F4i0UKHk30ZxGgeSdYHI7r3eeuDYiVo84Tbgf0ZESoWAUrfVw5bqDcsWtuguRdfByqECu5qD81R/GLI24QiapMT3PTdDPqEbBJJ+V+qnhCWUTOuI9i4pG3PjZYtUZubDOkISxtk8hWbi/JzIaGTONAtsZURyb1drc/K/WSzG89jOhkhS5YsuPwlQSjMn8bjIUmjOUUwuUaWF3JWxMNWVo0ynZELzVk9ehXat6lu9rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzmfP1fHjSE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6X1thjodi98y1lzyK/7DSERjtdg=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIlRvBS8eK9oPaEPZbDft0s0m7E6EEvoTvHhQxKu/yJv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJFAZd99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aJU814i8Uy1t2AGi6F4i0UKHk30ZxGgeSdYHI7r3eeuDYiVo84Tbgf0ZESoWAUrfVw5bqDcsWtuguRdfByqECu5qD81R/GLI24QiapMT3PTdDPqEbBJJ+V+qnhCWUTOuI9i4pG3PjZYtUZubDOkISxtk8hWbi/JzIaGTONAtsZURyb1drc/K/WSzG89jOhkhS5YsuPwlQSjMn8bjIUmjOUUwuUaWF3JWxMNWVo0ynZELzVk9ehXat6lu9rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDOjTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzmfP1fHjSE=</latexit>

600
<latexit sha1_base64="7dzjO2KucjYhL4ceEwTZ8kgUSAE=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7FEa7gI1lRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SKQy67rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20Tp5rxFotlrLsBNVwKxVsoUPJuojmNAsk7weR2Xu88cW1ErB5xmnA/oiMlQsEoWuvhynUH5YpbdRci6+DlUIFczUH5qz+MWRpxhUxSY3qem6CfUY2CST4r9VPDE8omdMR7FhWNuPGzxaozcmGdIQljbZ9CsnB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojg2q7W5+V+tl2J47WdCJSlyxZYfhakkGJP53WQoNGcopxYo08LuStiYasrQplOyIXirJ69Du1b1LN/XKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3I+fwBa040j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7dzjO2KucjYhL4ceEwTZ8kgUSAE=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7FEa7gI1lRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SKQy67rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20Tp5rxFotlrLsBNVwKxVsoUPJuojmNAsk7weR2Xu88cW1ErB5xmnA/oiMlQsEoWuvhynUH5YpbdRci6+DlUIFczUH5qz+MWRpxhUxSY3qem6CfUY2CST4r9VPDE8omdMR7FhWNuPGzxaozcmGdIQljbZ9CsnB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojg2q7W5+V+tl2J47WdCJSlyxZYfhakkGJP53WQoNGcopxYo08LuStiYasrQplOyIXirJ69Du1b1LN/XKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3I+fwBa040j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7dzjO2KucjYhL4ceEwTZ8kgUSAE=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7FEa7gI1lRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SKQy67rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20Tp5rxFotlrLsBNVwKxVsoUPJuojmNAsk7weR2Xu88cW1ErB5xmnA/oiMlQsEoWuvhynUH5YpbdRci6+DlUIFczUH5qz+MWRpxhUxSY3qem6CfUY2CST4r9VPDE8omdMR7FhWNuPGzxaozcmGdIQljbZ9CsnB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojg2q7W5+V+tl2J47WdCJSlyxZYfhakkGJP53WQoNGcopxYo08LuStiYasrQplOyIXirJ69Du1b1LN/XKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3I+fwBa040j</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7dzjO2KucjYhL4ceEwTZ8kgUSAE=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7FEa7gI1lRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SKQy67rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20Tp5rxFotlrLsBNVwKxVsoUPJuojmNAsk7weR2Xu88cW1ErB5xmnA/oiMlQsEoWuvhynUH5YpbdRci6+DlUIFczUH5qz+MWRpxhUxSY3qem6CfUY2CST4r9VPDE8omdMR7FhWNuPGzxaozcmGdIQljbZ9CsnB/T2Q0MmYaBbYzojg2q7W5+V+tl2J47WdCJSlyxZYfhakkGJP53WQoNGcopxYo08LuStiYasrQplOyIXirJ69Du1b1LN/XKo2bPI4inME5XIIHdWjAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3I+fwBa040j</latexit>

800
<latexit sha1_base64="9Q9e/JJ0wxvMPEolHcg6+uPy+HU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdCR2FhilI8ELmRv2YMNe3uX3TkTcuEn2FhojK2/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJFAZd99spbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs46JU814m8Uy1r2AGi6F4m0UKHkv0ZxGgeTdYHq7qHefuDYiVo84S7gf0bESoWAUrfVQd91hueJW3aXIJng5VCBXa1j+GoxilkZcIZPUmL7nJuhnVKNgks9Lg9TwhLIpHfO+RUUjbvxsueqcXFlnRMJY26eQLN3fExmNjJlFge2MKE7Mem1h/lfrpxjW/UyoJEWu2OqjMJUEY7K4m4yE5gzlzAJlWthdCZtQTRnadEo2BG/95E3o1Kqe5ftapdnI4yjCBVzCNXhwA024gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzpvDjvzseqteDkM+fwR87nD13fjSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Q9e/JJ0wxvMPEolHcg6+uPy+HU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdCR2FhilI8ELmRv2YMNe3uX3TkTcuEn2FhojK2/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJFAZd99spbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs46JU814m8Uy1r2AGi6F4m0UKHkv0ZxGgeTdYHq7qHefuDYiVo84S7gf0bESoWAUrfVQd91hueJW3aXIJng5VCBXa1j+GoxilkZcIZPUmL7nJuhnVKNgks9Lg9TwhLIpHfO+RUUjbvxsueqcXFlnRMJY26eQLN3fExmNjJlFge2MKE7Mem1h/lfrpxjW/UyoJEWu2OqjMJUEY7K4m4yE5gzlzAJlWthdCZtQTRnadEo2BG/95E3o1Kqe5ftapdnI4yjCBVzCNXhwA024gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzpvDjvzseqteDkM+fwR87nD13fjSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Q9e/JJ0wxvMPEolHcg6+uPy+HU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdCR2FhilI8ELmRv2YMNe3uX3TkTcuEn2FhojK2/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJFAZd99spbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs46JU814m8Uy1r2AGi6F4m0UKHkv0ZxGgeTdYHq7qHefuDYiVo84S7gf0bESoWAUrfVQd91hueJW3aXIJng5VCBXa1j+GoxilkZcIZPUmL7nJuhnVKNgks9Lg9TwhLIpHfO+RUUjbvxsueqcXFlnRMJY26eQLN3fExmNjJlFge2MKE7Mem1h/lfrpxjW/UyoJEWu2OqjMJUEY7K4m4yE5gzlzAJlWthdCZtQTRnadEo2BG/95E3o1Kqe5ftapdnI4yjCBVzCNXhwA024gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzpvDjvzseqteDkM+fwR87nD13fjSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9Q9e/JJ0wxvMPEolHcg6+uPy+HU=">AAAB6nicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdCR2FhilI8ELmRv2YMNe3uX3TkTcuEn2FhojK2/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJFAZd99spbG3v7O4V90sHh0fHJ+XTs46JU814m8Uy1r2AGi6F4m0UKHkv0ZxGgeTdYHq7qHefuDYiVo84S7gf0bESoWAUrfVQd91hueJW3aXIJng5VCBXa1j+GoxilkZcIZPUmL7nJuhnVKNgks9Lg9TwhLIpHfO+RUUjbvxsueqcXFlnRMJY26eQLN3fExmNjJlFge2MKE7Mem1h/lfrpxjW/UyoJEWu2OqjMJUEY7K4m4yE5gzlzAJlWthdCZtQTRnadEo2BG/95E3o1Kqe5ftapdnI4yjCBVzCNXhwA024gxa0gcEYnuEV3hzpvDjvzseqteDkM+fwR87nD13fjSU=</latexit>

1000
<latexit sha1_base64="16QRAE0qi8nesK3dk4xYdrvy7OI=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCqZbqy7ghuXFewF2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoa/gxoUibn0hd76NmXYW2vpD4OM/55Bz/jAR3FiMv73S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0965o41ZR1aCxi3Q+JYYIr1rHcCtZPNCMyFKwXzu7yeu+JacNj9WjnCQskmSgecUpsbvkY41G1hut4KbQJfgE1KNQeVb+G45imkilLBTFm4OPEBhnRllPBFpVhalhC6IxM2MChIpKZIFvuukBXzhmjKNbuKYuW7u+JjEhj5jJ0nZLYqVmv5eZ/tUFqo2aQcZWklim6+ihKBbIxyg9HY64ZtWLugFDN3a6ITokm1Lp4Ki4Ef/3kTeg26r7jh0atdVvEUYYLuIRr8OEGWnAPbegAhSk8wyu8edJ78d69j1VryStmzuGPvM8fwW6NWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="16QRAE0qi8nesK3dk4xYdrvy7OI=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCqZbqy7ghuXFewF2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoa/gxoUibn0hd76NmXYW2vpD4OM/55Bz/jAR3FiMv73S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0965o41ZR1aCxi3Q+JYYIr1rHcCtZPNCMyFKwXzu7yeu+JacNj9WjnCQskmSgecUpsbvkY41G1hut4KbQJfgE1KNQeVb+G45imkilLBTFm4OPEBhnRllPBFpVhalhC6IxM2MChIpKZIFvuukBXzhmjKNbuKYuW7u+JjEhj5jJ0nZLYqVmv5eZ/tUFqo2aQcZWklim6+ihKBbIxyg9HY64ZtWLugFDN3a6ITokm1Lp4Ki4Ef/3kTeg26r7jh0atdVvEUYYLuIRr8OEGWnAPbegAhSk8wyu8edJ78d69j1VryStmzuGPvM8fwW6NWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="16QRAE0qi8nesK3dk4xYdrvy7OI=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCqZbqy7ghuXFewF2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoa/gxoUibn0hd76NmXYW2vpD4OM/55Bz/jAR3FiMv73S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0965o41ZR1aCxi3Q+JYYIr1rHcCtZPNCMyFKwXzu7yeu+JacNj9WjnCQskmSgecUpsbvkY41G1hut4KbQJfgE1KNQeVb+G45imkilLBTFm4OPEBhnRllPBFpVhalhC6IxM2MChIpKZIFvuukBXzhmjKNbuKYuW7u+JjEhj5jJ0nZLYqVmv5eZ/tUFqo2aQcZWklim6+ihKBbIxyg9HY64ZtWLugFDN3a6ITokm1Lp4Ki4Ef/3kTeg26r7jh0atdVvEUYYLuIRr8OEGWnAPbegAhSk8wyu8edJ78d69j1VryStmzuGPvM8fwW6NWA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="16QRAE0qi8nesK3dk4xYdrvy7OI=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuCqZbqy7ghuXFewF2qFk0kwbmmSGJCOUoa/gxoUibn0hd76NmXYW2vpD4OM/55Bz/jAR3FiMv73S1vbO7l55v3JweHR8Uj0965o41ZR1aCxi3Q+JYYIr1rHcCtZPNCMyFKwXzu7yeu+JacNj9WjnCQskmSgecUpsbvkY41G1hut4KbQJfgE1KNQeVb+G45imkilLBTFm4OPEBhnRllPBFpVhalhC6IxM2MChIpKZIFvuukBXzhmjKNbuKYuW7u+JjEhj5jJ0nZLYqVmv5eZ/tUFqo2aQcZWklim6+ihKBbIxyg9HY64ZtWLugFDN3a6ITokm1Lp4Ki4Ef/3kTeg26r7jh0atdVvEUYYLuIRr8OEGWnAPbegAhSk8wyu8edJ78d69j1VryStmzuGPvM8fwW6NWA==</latexit>

1200
<latexit sha1_base64="vFWCO6eRHeJEtgsFCm5M0LOb9X0=">AAAB63icbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuL+qt4MVjBfsB7VKyadqGJtklmRXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyVSWPT9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctm2cGsZbLJax6UbUcik0b6FAybuJ4VRFknei6V1e7zxxY0WsH3GW8FDRsRYjwSjmVlD3/UGl6tf8hcg6BAVUoVBzUPnqD2OWKq6RSWptL/ATDDNqUDDJ5+V+anlC2ZSOec+hporbMFvsOieXzhmSUWzc00gW7u+JjCprZypynYrixK7WcvO/Wi/F0U2YCZ2kyDVbfjRKJcGY5IeToTCcoZw5oMwItythE2ooQxdP2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82bos4SnAOF3AFAVxDA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3T3kv3rv3sWzd8IqZM/gj7/MHxHqNWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vFWCO6eRHeJEtgsFCm5M0LOb9X0=">AAAB63icbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuL+qt4MVjBfsB7VKyadqGJtklmRXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyVSWPT9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctm2cGsZbLJax6UbUcik0b6FAybuJ4VRFknei6V1e7zxxY0WsH3GW8FDRsRYjwSjmVlD3/UGl6tf8hcg6BAVUoVBzUPnqD2OWKq6RSWptL/ATDDNqUDDJ5+V+anlC2ZSOec+hporbMFvsOieXzhmSUWzc00gW7u+JjCprZypynYrixK7WcvO/Wi/F0U2YCZ2kyDVbfjRKJcGY5IeToTCcoZw5oMwItythE2ooQxdP2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82bos4SnAOF3AFAVxDA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3T3kv3rv3sWzd8IqZM/gj7/MHxHqNWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vFWCO6eRHeJEtgsFCm5M0LOb9X0=">AAAB63icbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuL+qt4MVjBfsB7VKyadqGJtklmRXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyVSWPT9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctm2cGsZbLJax6UbUcik0b6FAybuJ4VRFknei6V1e7zxxY0WsH3GW8FDRsRYjwSjmVlD3/UGl6tf8hcg6BAVUoVBzUPnqD2OWKq6RSWptL/ATDDNqUDDJ5+V+anlC2ZSOec+hporbMFvsOieXzhmSUWzc00gW7u+JjCprZypynYrixK7WcvO/Wi/F0U2YCZ2kyDVbfjRKJcGY5IeToTCcoZw5oMwItythE2ooQxdP2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82bos4SnAOF3AFAVxDA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3T3kv3rv3sWzd8IqZM/gj7/MHxHqNWg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vFWCO6eRHeJEtgsFCm5M0LOb9X0=">AAAB63icbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuL+qt4MVjBfsB7VKyadqGJtklmRXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOsLgYd3ZsjMGyVSWPT9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctm2cGsZbLJax6UbUcik0b6FAybuJ4VRFknei6V1e7zxxY0WsH3GW8FDRsRYjwSjmVlD3/UGl6tf8hcg6BAVUoVBzUPnqD2OWKq6RSWptL/ATDDNqUDDJ5+V+anlC2ZSOec+hporbMFvsOieXzhmSUWzc00gW7u+JjCprZypynYrixK7WcvO/Wi/F0U2YCZ2kyDVbfjRKJcGY5IeToTCcoZw5oMwItythE2ooQxdP2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82bos4SnAOF3AFAVxDA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3T3kv3rv3sWzd8IqZM/gj7/MHxHqNWg==</latexit>

200
<latexit sha1_base64="jhd/YmDmJtiE0JzXeyhFGIBt2Ns=">AAAB6nicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0spGYeCItF/VG4sUjRgsk0JDtsoUN222zOzUhDT/BiweN8eov8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUCoOu++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSdskmWbcZ4lMdDekhkuhuI8CJe+mmtM4lLwTTm7n9c4T10Yk6hGnKQ9iOlIiEoyitR4arjuo1ty6uxBZB6+AGhRqDapf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zqGjMTZAvVp2RC+sMSZRo+xSShft7IqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZrc3N/2q9DKPrIBcqzZArtvwoyiTBhMzvJkOhOUM5tUCZFnZXwsZUU4Y2nYoNwVs9eR3ajbpn+b5Ra94UcZThDM7hEjy4gibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8kfP5A1S7jR8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhd/YmDmJtiE0JzXeyhFGIBt2Ns=">AAAB6nicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0spGYeCItF/VG4sUjRgsk0JDtsoUN222zOzUhDT/BiweN8eov8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUCoOu++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSdskmWbcZ4lMdDekhkuhuI8CJe+mmtM4lLwTTm7n9c4T10Yk6hGnKQ9iOlIiEoyitR4arjuo1ty6uxBZB6+AGhRqDapf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zqGjMTZAvVp2RC+sMSZRo+xSShft7IqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZrc3N/2q9DKPrIBcqzZArtvwoyiTBhMzvJkOhOUM5tUCZFnZXwsZUU4Y2nYoNwVs9eR3ajbpn+b5Ra94UcZThDM7hEjy4gibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8kfP5A1S7jR8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhd/YmDmJtiE0JzXeyhFGIBt2Ns=">AAAB6nicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0spGYeCItF/VG4sUjRgsk0JDtsoUN222zOzUhDT/BiweN8eov8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUCoOu++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSdskmWbcZ4lMdDekhkuhuI8CJe+mmtM4lLwTTm7n9c4T10Yk6hGnKQ9iOlIiEoyitR4arjuo1ty6uxBZB6+AGhRqDapf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zqGjMTZAvVp2RC+sMSZRo+xSShft7IqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZrc3N/2q9DKPrIBcqzZArtvwoyiTBhMzvJkOhOUM5tUCZFnZXwsZUU4Y2nYoNwVs9eR3ajbpn+b5Ra94UcZThDM7hEjy4gibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8kfP5A1S7jR8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jhd/YmDmJtiE0JzXeyhFGIBt2Ns=">AAAB6nicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0spGYeCItF/VG4sUjRgsk0JDtsoUN222zOzUhDT/BiweN8eov8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUCoOu++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSdskmWbcZ4lMdDekhkuhuI8CJe+mmtM4lLwTTm7n9c4T10Yk6hGnKQ9iOlIiEoyitR4arjuo1ty6uxBZB6+AGhRqDapf/WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zqGjMTZAvVp2RC+sMSZRo+xSShft7IqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZrc3N/2q9DKPrIBcqzZArtvwoyiTBhMzvJkOhOUM5tUCZFnZXwsZUU4Y2nYoNwVs9eR3ajbpn+b5Ra94UcZThDM7hEjy4gibcQQt8YDCCZ3iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8kfP5A1S7jR8=</latexit>

mZZ [GeV]
<latexit sha1_base64="dfycC8IzYGWcUuiD7Z6EzLrlLFc=">AAAB9XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp00wgmrsgMG3VH4kKXmMglwEg6pQMNbWfSdjRkwnu4caExbn0Xd76NBWah4J80+fKfc3JO/yDmTBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKmjRBHaIBGPVDvAmnImacMww2k7VhSLgNNWML6e1VuPVGkWyXsziakv8FCykBFsrPVQFv2005mWUfeGNv1+seRW3LnQKngZlCBTvV/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp/OopOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRaLwoQjE6FZBGjAFCWGTyxgopi9FZERVpgYG1TBhuAtf3kVmtWKZ/muWqpdZXHk4QRO4Rw8uIAa3EIdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HojXnZDPH8EfO5w8lNpGV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfycC8IzYGWcUuiD7Z6EzLrlLFc=">AAAB9XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp00wgmrsgMG3VH4kKXmMglwEg6pQMNbWfSdjRkwnu4caExbn0Xd76NBWah4J80+fKfc3JO/yDmTBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKmjRBHaIBGPVDvAmnImacMww2k7VhSLgNNWML6e1VuPVGkWyXsziakv8FCykBFsrPVQFv2005mWUfeGNv1+seRW3LnQKngZlCBTvV/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp/OopOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRaLwoQjE6FZBGjAFCWGTyxgopi9FZERVpgYG1TBhuAtf3kVmtWKZ/muWqpdZXHk4QRO4Rw8uIAa3EIdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HojXnZDPH8EfO5w8lNpGV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfycC8IzYGWcUuiD7Z6EzLrlLFc=">AAAB9XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp00wgmrsgMG3VH4kKXmMglwEg6pQMNbWfSdjRkwnu4caExbn0Xd76NBWah4J80+fKfc3JO/yDmTBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKmjRBHaIBGPVDvAmnImacMww2k7VhSLgNNWML6e1VuPVGkWyXsziakv8FCykBFsrPVQFv2005mWUfeGNv1+seRW3LnQKngZlCBTvV/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp/OopOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRaLwoQjE6FZBGjAFCWGTyxgopi9FZERVpgYG1TBhuAtf3kVmtWKZ/muWqpdZXHk4QRO4Rw8uIAa3EIdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HojXnZDPH8EfO5w8lNpGV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dfycC8IzYGWcUuiD7Z6EzLrlLFc=">AAAB9XicbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp00wgmrsgMG3VH4kKXmMglwEg6pQMNbWfSdjRkwnu4caExbn0Xd76NBWah4J80+fKfc3JO/yDmTBvX/XZya+sbm1v57cLO7t7+QfHwqKmjRBHaIBGPVDvAmnImacMww2k7VhSLgNNWML6e1VuPVGkWyXsziakv8FCykBFsrPVQFv2005mWUfeGNv1+seRW3LnQKngZlCBTvV/86g0ikggqDeFY667nxsZPsTKMcDot9BJNY0zGeEi7FiUWVPvp/OopOrPOAIWRsk8aNHd/T6RYaD0Rge0U2Iz0cm1m/lfrJia89FMm48RQSRaLwoQjE6FZBGjAFCWGTyxgopi9FZERVpgYG1TBhuAtf3kVmtWKZ/muWqpdZXHk4QRO4Rw8uIAa3EIdGkBAwTO8wpvz5Lw4787HojXnZDPH8EfO5w8lNpGV</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="GFstUMq1kwS4/V/vdENsJBv8J7U=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVresFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzksfw1GMUsjlIYJqnXfcxPjZ1QZzgTOS4NUY0LZlI6xb1HSCLWfLRedkyvrjEgYK/ukIUv390RGI61nUWA7I2omer22MP+r9VMT1v2MyyQ1KNnqozAVxMRkcTUZcYXMiJkFyhS3uxI2oYoyY7Mp2RC89ZM3oVOrepZbtUrjNo+jCBdwCdfgwQ004B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx85nz93Soyq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GFstUMq1kwS4/V/vdENsJBv8J7U=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVresFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzksfw1GMUsjlIYJqnXfcxPjZ1QZzgTOS4NUY0LZlI6xb1HSCLWfLRedkyvrjEgYK/ukIUv390RGI61nUWA7I2omer22MP+r9VMT1v2MyyQ1KNnqozAVxMRkcTUZcYXMiJkFyhS3uxI2oYoyY7Mp2RC89ZM3oVOrepZbtUrjNo+jCBdwCdfgwQ004B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx85nz93Soyq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GFstUMq1kwS4/V/vdENsJBv8J7U=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVresFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzksfw1GMUsjlIYJqnXfcxPjZ1QZzgTOS4NUY0LZlI6xb1HSCLWfLRedkyvrjEgYK/ukIUv390RGI61nUWA7I2omer22MP+r9VMT1v2MyyQ1KNnqozAVxMRkcTUZcYXMiJkFyhS3uxI2oYoyY7Mp2RC89ZM3oVOrepZbtUrjNo+jCBdwCdfgwQ004B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx85nz93Soyq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GFstUMq1kwS4/V/vdENsJBv8J7U=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVresFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzksfw1GMUsjlIYJqnXfcxPjZ1QZzgTOS4NUY0LZlI6xb1HSCLWfLRedkyvrjEgYK/ukIUv390RGI61nUWA7I2omer22MP+r9VMT1v2MyyQ1KNnqozAVxMRkcTUZcYXMiJkFyhS3uxI2oYoyY7Mp2RC89ZM3oVOrepZbtUrjNo+jCBdwCdfgwQ004B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx85nz93Soyq</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="a6qD84NIyBUtRt3ID+Urwtm62/4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVq1YbniVt2lyCZ4OVQgV3NY/hqMYpZGKA0TVOu+5ybGz6gynAmclwapxoSyKR1j36KkEWo/Wy46J1fWGZEwVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPosB2RtRM9HptYf5X66cmrPsZl0lqULLVR2EqiInJ4moy4gqZETMLlCludyVsQhVlxmZTsiF46ydvQqdW9Sy3apXGbR5HES7gEq7BgxtowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AeM6Mqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a6qD84NIyBUtRt3ID+Urwtm62/4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVq1YbniVt2lyCZ4OVQgV3NY/hqMYpZGKA0TVOu+5ybGz6gynAmclwapxoSyKR1j36KkEWo/Wy46J1fWGZEwVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPosB2RtRM9HptYf5X66cmrPsZl0lqULLVR2EqiInJ4moy4gqZETMLlCludyVsQhVlxmZTsiF46ydvQqdW9Sy3apXGbR5HES7gEq7BgxtowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AeM6Mqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a6qD84NIyBUtRt3ID+Urwtm62/4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVq1YbniVt2lyCZ4OVQgV3NY/hqMYpZGKA0TVOu+5ybGz6gynAmclwapxoSyKR1j36KkEWo/Wy46J1fWGZEwVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPosB2RtRM9HptYf5X66cmrPsZl0lqULLVR2EqiInJ4moy4gqZETMLlCludyVsQhVlxmZTsiF46ydvQqdW9Sy3apXGbR5HES7gEq7BgxtowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AeM6Mqw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a6qD84NIyBUtRt3ID+Urwtm62/4=">AAAB6HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02UhMrMgdjdiR2FhCIh8JXMjeMgcre3uX3T0TcuEX2FhojK0/yc5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY78waJ4Nq47rdT2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0dp4phm8UiVr2AahRcYttwI7CXKKRRILAbTO8W9e4TKs1j+WBmCfoRHUseckaNtVq1YbniVt2lyCZ4OVQgV3NY/hqMYpZGKA0TVOu+5ybGz6gynAmclwapxoSyKR1j36KkEWo/Wy46J1fWGZEwVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPosB2RtRM9HptYf5X66cmrPsZl0lqULLVR2EqiInJ4moy4gqZETMLlCludyVsQhVlxmZTsiF46ydvQqdW9Sy3apXGbR5HES7gEq7BgxtowD00oQ0MEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AeM6Mqw==</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="f5JjfPT1wWIze0K4FqfxzyTebDw=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7WKhdwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazWvBuWKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/M4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDelKMrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5JjfPT1wWIze0K4FqfxzyTebDw=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7WKhdwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazWvBuWKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/M4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDelKMrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5JjfPT1wWIze0K4FqfxzyTebDw=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7WKhdwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazWvBuWKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/M4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDelKMrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f5JjfPT1wWIze0K4FqfxzyTebDw=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7WKhdwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazWvBuWKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/M4inAG53AJHlxDHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDelKMrA==</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="xMKNw9B1LF1e8l+BUelAGSangeQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBe9aMrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xMKNw9B1LF1e8l+BUelAGSangeQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBe9aMrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xMKNw9B1LF1e8l+BUelAGSangeQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBe9aMrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xMKNw9B1LF1e8l+BUelAGSangeQ=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSIqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBe9aMrQ==</latexit>

5
<latexit sha1_base64="uU1A5jaqXmATnCEgmar3jetWBgM=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSgqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBfVqMrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uU1A5jaqXmATnCEgmar3jetWBgM=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSgqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBfVqMrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uU1A5jaqXmATnCEgmar3jetWBgM=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSgqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBfVqMrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uU1A5jaqXmATnCEgmar3jetWBgM=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSgqi3ghePLdgPaEPZbCft2s0m7G6EEvoLvHhQxKs/yZv/xm2bg7a+sPDwzgw78waJ4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dp4phi8UiVt2AahRcYstwI7CbKKRRILATTO7m9c4TKs1j+WCmCfoRHUkeckaNtZpXg3LFrboLkXXwcqhArsag/NUfxiyNUBomqNY9z02Mn1FlOBM4K/VTjQllEzrCnkVJI9R+tlh0Ri6sMyRhrOyThizc3xMZjbSeRoHtjKgZ69Xa3Pyv1ktNeONnXCapQcmWH4WpICYm86vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtNyYbgrZ68Du1a1bPcrFXqt3kcRTiDc7gED66hDvfQgBYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7I+fwBfVqMrg==</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [SM]
<latexit sha1_base64="kucFQbJKtYY6WlN6Lfc0MY4AaO8=">AAAB+nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UWwoji0WLxFQlXYCtEgsLUhH0oqZR5bhOatW5yHZAVeijsDCAECtPwsbb4LYZoOWXLH36zznyOb+XcCaVZX0bhbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/8AsH7ZlnApCWyTmseh6WFLOItpSTHHaTQTFocdpxxtfzeqdByoki6N7NUmoG+IgYj4jWGlrYJarQYD6Kka9Hqoi5+7GHZgVq2bNhVbBzqECuZoD86s/jEka0kgRjqV0bCtRboaFYoTTaamfSppgMsYBdTRGOKTSzearT9GpdobIj4V+kUJz9/dEhkMpJ6GnO0OsRnK5NjP/qzmp8i/cjEVJqmhEFh/5KUf61FkOaMgEJYpPNGAimN4VkREWmCidVkmHYC+fvArtes3WfFuvNC7zOIpwDCdwBjacQwOuoQktIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+L1oKRzxzBHxmfP4FOkis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kucFQbJKtYY6WlN6Lfc0MY4AaO8=">AAAB+nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UWwoji0WLxFQlXYCtEgsLUhH0oqZR5bhOatW5yHZAVeijsDCAECtPwsbb4LYZoOWXLH36zznyOb+XcCaVZX0bhbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/8AsH7ZlnApCWyTmseh6WFLOItpSTHHaTQTFocdpxxtfzeqdByoki6N7NUmoG+IgYj4jWGlrYJarQYD6Kka9Hqoi5+7GHZgVq2bNhVbBzqECuZoD86s/jEka0kgRjqV0bCtRboaFYoTTaamfSppgMsYBdTRGOKTSzearT9GpdobIj4V+kUJz9/dEhkMpJ6GnO0OsRnK5NjP/qzmp8i/cjEVJqmhEFh/5KUf61FkOaMgEJYpPNGAimN4VkREWmCidVkmHYC+fvArtes3WfFuvNC7zOIpwDCdwBjacQwOuoQktIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+L1oKRzxzBHxmfP4FOkis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kucFQbJKtYY6WlN6Lfc0MY4AaO8=">AAAB+nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UWwoji0WLxFQlXYCtEgsLUhH0oqZR5bhOatW5yHZAVeijsDCAECtPwsbb4LYZoOWXLH36zznyOb+XcCaVZX0bhbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/8AsH7ZlnApCWyTmseh6WFLOItpSTHHaTQTFocdpxxtfzeqdByoki6N7NUmoG+IgYj4jWGlrYJarQYD6Kka9Hqoi5+7GHZgVq2bNhVbBzqECuZoD86s/jEka0kgRjqV0bCtRboaFYoTTaamfSppgMsYBdTRGOKTSzearT9GpdobIj4V+kUJz9/dEhkMpJ6GnO0OsRnK5NjP/qzmp8i/cjEVJqmhEFh/5KUf61FkOaMgEJYpPNGAimN4VkREWmCidVkmHYC+fvArtes3WfFuvNC7zOIpwDCdwBjacQwOuoQktIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+L1oKRzxzBHxmfP4FOkis=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kucFQbJKtYY6WlN6Lfc0MY4AaO8=">AAAB+nicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2UWwoji0WLxFQlXYCtEgsLUhH0oqZR5bhOatW5yHZAVeijsDCAECtPwsbb4LYZoOWXLH36zznyOb+XcCaVZX0bhbX1jc2t4nZpZ3dv/8AsH7ZlnApCWyTmseh6WFLOItpSTHHaTQTFocdpxxtfzeqdByoki6N7NUmoG+IgYj4jWGlrYJarQYD6Kka9Hqoi5+7GHZgVq2bNhVbBzqECuZoD86s/jEka0kgRjqV0bCtRboaFYoTTaamfSppgMsYBdTRGOKTSzearT9GpdobIj4V+kUJz9/dEhkMpJ6GnO0OsRnK5NjP/qzmp8i/cjEVJqmhEFh/5KUf61FkOaMgEJYpPNGAimN4VkREWmCidVkmHYC+fvArtes3WfFuvNC7zOIpwDCdwBjacQwOuoQktIPAIz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+L1oKRzxzBHxmfP4FOkis=</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [A]
<latexit sha1_base64="AORCzQcdrLSvNOnrnVJLM55qA2I=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuoO48YlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDHjJHC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AORCzQcdrLSvNOnrnVJLM55qA2I=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuoO48YlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDHjJHC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AORCzQcdrLSvNOnrnVJLM55qA2I=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuoO48YlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDHjJHC</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AORCzQcdrLSvNOnrnVJLM55qA2I=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuoO48YlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDHjJHC</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [B]
<latexit sha1_base64="wM4Z/rw5MpwO9y1qqCAzfi5aFaU=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqO6MYlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDJEZHD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wM4Z/rw5MpwO9y1qqCAzfi5aFaU=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqO6MYlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDJEZHD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wM4Z/rw5MpwO9y1qqCAzfi5aFaU=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqO6MYlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDJEZHD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wM4Z/rw5MpwO9y1qqCAzfi5aFaU=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqO6MYlJgKG0pDpMC0TptNmZkpCGt7EjQuNceubuPNtHKALBU8yyZdz783ce4KUM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUclmSS0TRKeyKcAK8qZoG3NNKdPqaQ4DjjtBuO7eb07oVKxRDzqaUr9GEeChYxgbayBbdeiCPV1gno9VEPerT+wq07dWQitg1tAFQq1BvZXf5iQLKZCE46V8lwn1X6OpWaE01mlnymaYjLGEfUMChxT5eeLzWfowjhDFCbSPKHRwv09keNYqWkcmM4Y65Farc3N/2pepsNrP2cizTQVZPlRmHFkLp3HgIZMUqL51AAmkpldERlhiYk2YVVMCO7qyevQadRdww+NavOmiKMMZ3AOl+DCFTThHlrQBgITeIZXeLNy68V6tz6WrSWrmDmFP7I+fwDJEZHD</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [C]
<latexit sha1_base64="Pbw1Y+pMq+5/fA2wzfn+Yp4n7Sk=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqOhI1LTAQMpSHTYVomTKfNzJSENLyJGxca49Y3cefbOEAXCp5kki/n3pu59wQpZ0o7zrdV2tre2d0r71cODo+OT+zTs65KMklohyQ8kU8BVpQzQTuaaU6fUklxHHDaCyatRb03pVKxRDzqWUr9GEeChYxgbayhbdeiCA10gvp9VENeyx/aVafuLIU2wS2gCoXaQ/trMEpIFlOhCcdKea6Taj/HUjPC6bwyyBRNMZngiHoGBY6p8vPl5nN0ZZwRChNpntBo6f6eyHGs1CwOTGeM9Vit1xbmfzUv0+GtnzORZpoKsvoozDgyly5iQCMmKdF8ZgATycyuiIyxxESbsComBHf95E3oNuqu4YdGtXlXxFGGC7iEa3DhBppwD23oAIEpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx+r1pJVzJzDH1mfP8qWkcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pbw1Y+pMq+5/fA2wzfn+Yp4n7Sk=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqOhI1LTAQMpSHTYVomTKfNzJSENLyJGxca49Y3cefbOEAXCp5kki/n3pu59wQpZ0o7zrdV2tre2d0r71cODo+OT+zTs65KMklohyQ8kU8BVpQzQTuaaU6fUklxHHDaCyatRb03pVKxRDzqWUr9GEeChYxgbayhbdeiCA10gvp9VENeyx/aVafuLIU2wS2gCoXaQ/trMEpIFlOhCcdKea6Taj/HUjPC6bwyyBRNMZngiHoGBY6p8vPl5nN0ZZwRChNpntBo6f6eyHGs1CwOTGeM9Vit1xbmfzUv0+GtnzORZpoKsvoozDgyly5iQCMmKdF8ZgATycyuiIyxxESbsComBHf95E3oNuqu4YdGtXlXxFGGC7iEa3DhBppwD23oAIEpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx+r1pJVzJzDH1mfP8qWkcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pbw1Y+pMq+5/fA2wzfn+Yp4n7Sk=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqOhI1LTAQMpSHTYVomTKfNzJSENLyJGxca49Y3cefbOEAXCp5kki/n3pu59wQpZ0o7zrdV2tre2d0r71cODo+OT+zTs65KMklohyQ8kU8BVpQzQTuaaU6fUklxHHDaCyatRb03pVKxRDzqWUr9GEeChYxgbayhbdeiCA10gvp9VENeyx/aVafuLIU2wS2gCoXaQ/trMEpIFlOhCcdKea6Taj/HUjPC6bwyyBRNMZngiHoGBY6p8vPl5nN0ZZwRChNpntBo6f6eyHGs1CwOTGeM9Vit1xbmfzUv0+GtnzORZpoKsvoozDgyly5iQCMmKdF8ZgATycyuiIyxxESbsComBHf95E3oNuqu4YdGtXlXxFGGC7iEa3DhBppwD23oAIEpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx+r1pJVzJzDH1mfP8qWkcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pbw1Y+pMq+5/fA2wzfn+Yp4n7Sk=">AAAB+XicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xr+rSzUQwcUVaNuqOhI1LTAQMpSHTYVomTKfNzJSENLyJGxca49Y3cefbOEAXCp5kki/n3pu59wQpZ0o7zrdV2tre2d0r71cODo+OT+zTs65KMklohyQ8kU8BVpQzQTuaaU6fUklxHHDaCyatRb03pVKxRDzqWUr9GEeChYxgbayhbdeiCA10gvp9VENeyx/aVafuLIU2wS2gCoXaQ/trMEpIFlOhCcdKea6Taj/HUjPC6bwyyBRNMZngiHoGBY6p8vPl5nN0ZZwRChNpntBo6f6eyHGs1CwOTGeM9Vit1xbmfzUv0+GtnzORZpoKsvoozDgyly5iQCMmKdF8ZgATycyuiIyxxESbsComBHf95E3oNuqu4YdGtXlXxFGGC7iEa3DhBppwD23oAIEpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx+r1pJVzJzDH1mfP8qWkcQ=</latexit>
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FIG. 1: (Left top) The di↵erential cross sections of qq̄ ! ZZ, gg ! ZZ for relevant processes, and the ratio (left
bottom) between the BSM cases A, B, C, D and the SM backgrounds. (Right top) The di↵erential cross section in

the LL polarization mode for relevant processes, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL and TT mode components
compared to the total rate for gg(qq̄) ! ZZ processes.

III. ANALYSIS

Focusing on the polarization composition of above NP
cases, from Fig. 1, we see the deviation of BSM com-
pared to the SM in the total rate (Left plot) is mainly
from deviation in the LL mode (Right plot). Given this
physical feature, we enhance the experimental sensitivity
on generic Higgs sector new physics, that shows up in the
high energy scale.

We use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [31] to generate
gg(qq̄) ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events at QCD leading or-
der, and rescale with a k-factor of 1.8 (1.5) for the gg(qq̄)
initiated processes respectively [32, 33]. For NP exam-
ples, we generate gg ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events for
the light scalar case (case A), heavy Higgs case (case B)
and QCH model (case C) with model parameters given
in Sec. II. Generator level cuts are applied as pT ` > 10
GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, m`�`+ > 50 GeV, and m4` > 560 GeV.
After detector simulation with Delphes [35], we further
require in the final state a pair of electrons and muons
with basic cuts,

80 < mll < 100 GeV, m4l > 600 GeV. (8)

The generic NP signal is (gg ! h⇤
! 4`)-like, domi-

nated by LL mode. We set mh = m4` to remove Higgs
mass dependence in our analyses. Backgrounds are the
SM qq̄ ! ZZ, and gg ! ZZ processes, dominated by
TT mode in the high mass scale.

One variable we find useful is cos ✓⇤. It’s the cosine of
the angle between one final state Z that is reconstructed
from µ�µ+ pair, with respective to the beam line at the
center of mass frame. The cos ✓⇤ distribution for sig-
nal is flat, as expected from a s-channel scalar mediator.
For the major background qq̄ ! ZZ, the contribution is

mostly from t/u-channel diagrams,

d�(qq̄!ZZ)

d cos ✓⇤
'

d�(qq̄!ZTZT )

d cos ✓⇤
/

1 + cos2 ✓⇤

1 � cos2 ✓⇤
(9)

in the limit
p

ŝ � mZ , which is a good approximation
at the energy scale we are interested in. In the left
plot of Fig. 2, we show the normalized cos ✓⇤ distribu-
tion from simulated events (dots) as well as the theo-
retical prediction without cuts (solid curve) for both the
dominant background qq̄ ! e�e+µ�µ+, and the signal
gg ! h⇤

! e�e+µ�µ+. The agreement worsens at the
edges due to detector e�ciencies, while the qualitative
features remain. We choose the optimized cut on cos ✓⇤

at the maximum of S/
p

B. Both simulation and ana-
lytic expression agrees at a cut around | cos ✓⇤| < 0.7.
We then apply a polar angle cut on the leading Z1 decay
of | cos ✓1| < 0.68, whose theoretical and simulated-event
distributions are shown in the middle plot of Fig. 2. Our
angular cuts are defined as,

| cos ✓⇤| < 0.7, | cos ✓1| < 0.68. (10)

To further suppress the qq̄-initiated background and
maximize the sensitivity to new physics, we separately
perform a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) analysis. First
we feed BDT analysis with 6 variables: m4`, cos ✓⇤,
cos ✓1, cos ✓2, �� and KD. �� is the angle between the
two decay planes of the Z bosons. KD is defined as,

KD = ln
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which is the ratio of the squared amplitudes between
the signal and background processes, weighted with the
respective PDFs [34]. We use an adaptive boosting al-
gorithm with 850 number of decision trees, and maxi-
mum depth of 3. Most important variables under BDT
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FIG. 1: (Left top) The di↵erential cross sections of qq̄ ! ZZ, gg ! ZZ for relevant processes, and the ratio (left
bottom) between the BSM cases A, B, C, D and the SM backgrounds. (Right top) The di↵erential cross section in

the LL polarization mode for relevant processes, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL and TT mode components
compared to the total rate for gg(qq̄) ! ZZ processes.

III. ANALYSIS

Focusing on the polarization composition of above NP
cases, from Fig. 1, we see the deviation of BSM com-
pared to the SM in the total rate (Left plot) is mainly
from deviation in the LL mode (Right plot). Given this
physical feature, we enhance the experimental sensitivity
on generic Higgs sector new physics, that shows up in the
high energy scale.

We use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [31] to generate
gg(qq̄) ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events at QCD leading or-
der, and rescale with a k-factor of 1.8 (1.5) for the gg(qq̄)
initiated processes respectively [32, 33]. For NP exam-
ples, we generate gg ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events for
the light scalar case (case A), heavy Higgs case (case B)
and QCH model (case C) with model parameters given
in Sec. II. Generator level cuts are applied as pT ` > 10
GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, m`�`+ > 50 GeV, and m4` > 560 GeV.
After detector simulation with Delphes [35], we further
require in the final state a pair of electrons and muons
with basic cuts,

80 < mll < 100 GeV, m4l > 600 GeV. (8)

The generic NP signal is (gg ! h⇤
! 4`)-like, domi-

nated by LL mode. We set mh = m4` to remove Higgs
mass dependence in our analyses. Backgrounds are the
SM qq̄ ! ZZ, and gg ! ZZ processes, dominated by
TT mode in the high mass scale.

One variable we find useful is cos ✓⇤. It’s the cosine of
the angle between one final state Z that is reconstructed
from µ�µ+ pair, with respective to the beam line at the
center of mass frame. The cos ✓⇤ distribution for sig-
nal is flat, as expected from a s-channel scalar mediator.
For the major background qq̄ ! ZZ, the contribution is

mostly from t/u-channel diagrams,

d�(qq̄!ZZ)

d cos ✓⇤
'

d�(qq̄!ZTZT )

d cos ✓⇤
/

1 + cos2 ✓⇤

1 � cos2 ✓⇤
(9)

in the limit
p

ŝ � mZ , which is a good approximation
at the energy scale we are interested in. In the left
plot of Fig. 2, we show the normalized cos ✓⇤ distribu-
tion from simulated events (dots) as well as the theo-
retical prediction without cuts (solid curve) for both the
dominant background qq̄ ! e�e+µ�µ+, and the signal
gg ! h⇤

! e�e+µ�µ+. The agreement worsens at the
edges due to detector e�ciencies, while the qualitative
features remain. We choose the optimized cut on cos ✓⇤

at the maximum of S/
p

B. Both simulation and ana-
lytic expression agrees at a cut around | cos ✓⇤| < 0.7.
We then apply a polar angle cut on the leading Z1 decay
of | cos ✓1| < 0.68, whose theoretical and simulated-event
distributions are shown in the middle plot of Fig. 2. Our
angular cuts are defined as,

| cos ✓⇤| < 0.7, | cos ✓1| < 0.68. (10)

To further suppress the qq̄-initiated background and
maximize the sensitivity to new physics, we separately
perform a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) analysis. First
we feed BDT analysis with 6 variables: m4`, cos ✓⇤,
cos ✓1, cos ✓2, �� and KD. �� is the angle between the
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which is the ratio of the squared amplitudes between
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bottom) between the BSM cases A, B, C, D and the SM backgrounds. (Right top) The di↵erential cross section in

the LL polarization mode for relevant processes, and the ratio (right bottom) of LL and TT mode components
compared to the total rate for gg(qq̄) ! ZZ processes.

III. ANALYSIS

Focusing on the polarization composition of above NP
cases, from Fig. 1, we see the deviation of BSM com-
pared to the SM in the total rate (Left plot) is mainly
from deviation in the LL mode (Right plot). Given this
physical feature, we enhance the experimental sensitivity
on generic Higgs sector new physics, that shows up in the
high energy scale.

We use MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [31] to generate
gg(qq̄) ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events at QCD leading or-
der, and rescale with a k-factor of 1.8 (1.5) for the gg(qq̄)
initiated processes respectively [32, 33]. For NP exam-
ples, we generate gg ! ZZ ! e�e+µ�µ+ events for
the light scalar case (case A), heavy Higgs case (case B)
and QCH model (case C) with model parameters given
in Sec. II. Generator level cuts are applied as pT ` > 10
GeV, |⌘`| < 2.5, m`�`+ > 50 GeV, and m4` > 560 GeV.
After detector simulation with Delphes [35], we further
require in the final state a pair of electrons and muons
with basic cuts,

80 < mll < 100 GeV, m4l > 600 GeV. (8)

The generic NP signal is (gg ! h⇤
! 4`)-like, domi-

nated by LL mode. We set mh = m4` to remove Higgs
mass dependence in our analyses. Backgrounds are the
SM qq̄ ! ZZ, and gg ! ZZ processes, dominated by
TT mode in the high mass scale.

One variable we find useful is cos ✓⇤. It’s the cosine of
the angle between one final state Z that is reconstructed
from µ�µ+ pair, with respective to the beam line at the
center of mass frame. The cos ✓⇤ distribution for sig-
nal is flat, as expected from a s-channel scalar mediator.
For the major background qq̄ ! ZZ, the contribution is

mostly from t/u-channel diagrams,

d�(qq̄!ZZ)

d cos ✓⇤
'
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/

1 + cos2 ✓⇤

1 � cos2 ✓⇤
(9)

in the limit
p

ŝ � mZ , which is a good approximation
at the energy scale we are interested in. In the left
plot of Fig. 2, we show the normalized cos ✓⇤ distribu-
tion from simulated events (dots) as well as the theo-
retical prediction without cuts (solid curve) for both the
dominant background qq̄ ! e�e+µ�µ+, and the signal
gg ! h⇤

! e�e+µ�µ+. The agreement worsens at the
edges due to detector e�ciencies, while the qualitative
features remain. We choose the optimized cut on cos ✓⇤

at the maximum of S/
p

B. Both simulation and ana-
lytic expression agrees at a cut around | cos ✓⇤| < 0.7.
We then apply a polar angle cut on the leading Z1 decay
of | cos ✓1| < 0.68, whose theoretical and simulated-event
distributions are shown in the middle plot of Fig. 2. Our
angular cuts are defined as,

| cos ✓⇤| < 0.7, | cos ✓1| < 0.68. (10)

To further suppress the qq̄-initiated background and
maximize the sensitivity to new physics, we separately
perform a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) analysis. First
we feed BDT analysis with 6 variables: m4`, cos ✓⇤,
cos ✓1, cos ✓2, �� and KD. �� is the angle between the
two decay planes of the Z bosons. KD is defined as,

KD = ln
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which is the ratio of the squared amplitudes between
the signal and background processes, weighted with the
respective PDFs [34]. We use an adaptive boosting al-
gorithm with 850 number of decision trees, and maxi-
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0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit>

1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit>

0.0
<latexit sha1_base64="OvpA8Fkl18hW7y7IwnMftxRcuxk=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiTRg0dMLJhAQ7bLFjZst83u1IQ0/AYvHjTGqz/Im//GBXpQ8CWbfXlvJjPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJxySZZtxniUz0Y0gNl0JxHwVK/phqTuNQ8m44uZn73SeujUjUA05THsR0pEQkGEUr+XW34dYH1Zr9FiDrxCtIDQq0B9Wv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvlp2RC6sMSZRo+xSShfq7I6exMdM4tJUxxbFZ9ebif14vw+g6yIVKM+SKLQdFmSSYkPnlZCg0ZyinllCmhd2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZPXiedZsOz/L5Za90WcZThDM7hEjy4ghbcQRt8YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxLS07Rcwp/4Hz+AAoTjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpA8Fkl18hW7y7IwnMftxRcuxk=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiTRg0dMLJhAQ7bLFjZst83u1IQ0/AYvHjTGqz/Im//GBXpQ8CWbfXlvJjPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJxySZZtxniUz0Y0gNl0JxHwVK/phqTuNQ8m44uZn73SeujUjUA05THsR0pEQkGEUr+XW34dYH1Zr9FiDrxCtIDQq0B9Wv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvlp2RC6sMSZRo+xSShfq7I6exMdM4tJUxxbFZ9ebif14vw+g6yIVKM+SKLQdFmSSYkPnlZCg0ZyinllCmhd2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZPXiedZsOz/L5Za90WcZThDM7hEjy4ghbcQRt8YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxLS07Rcwp/4Hz+AAoTjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpA8Fkl18hW7y7IwnMftxRcuxk=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiTRg0dMLJhAQ7bLFjZst83u1IQ0/AYvHjTGqz/Im//GBXpQ8CWbfXlvJjPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJxySZZtxniUz0Y0gNl0JxHwVK/phqTuNQ8m44uZn73SeujUjUA05THsR0pEQkGEUr+XW34dYH1Zr9FiDrxCtIDQq0B9Wv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvlp2RC6sMSZRo+xSShfq7I6exMdM4tJUxxbFZ9ebif14vw+g6yIVKM+SKLQdFmSSYkPnlZCg0ZyinllCmhd2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZPXiedZsOz/L5Za90WcZThDM7hEjy4ghbcQRt8YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxLS07Rcwp/4Hz+AAoTjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OvpA8Fkl18hW7y7IwnMftxRcuxk=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRjDxRFoueiTRg0dMLJhAQ7bLFjZst83u1IQ0/AYvHjTGqz/Im//GBXpQ8CWbfXlvJjPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJxySZZtxniUz0Y0gNl0JxHwVK/phqTuNQ8m44uZn73SeujUjUA05THsR0pEQkGEUr+XW34dYH1Zr9FiDrxCtIDQq0B9Wv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvlp2RC6sMSZRo+xSShfq7I6exMdM4tJUxxbFZ9ebif14vw+g6yIVKM+SKLQdFmSSYkPnlZCg0ZyinllCmhd2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZPXiedZsOz/L5Za90WcZThDM7hEjy4ghbcQRt8YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxLS07Rcwp/4Hz+AAoTjYI=</latexit>

0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="7lJp0vu/j2nwsDTV+kqi9BwumWQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7dbTTrg2rNbbgLkXXwCqhBofag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnkVJY9RBvlh2Ri6sMyRRouyThizc3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ69Xa3Pyv1stMdB3kXKaZQcmWH0WZICYh88vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtPxYbgrZ68Dp1mw7N836y1bos4ynAG53AJHlxBC+6gDT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9yPn8ADR2NhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lJp0vu/j2nwsDTV+kqi9BwumWQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7dbTTrg2rNbbgLkXXwCqhBofag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnkVJY9RBvlh2Ri6sMyRRouyThizc3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ69Xa3Pyv1stMdB3kXKaZQcmWH0WZICYh88vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtPxYbgrZ68Dp1mw7N836y1bos4ynAG53AJHlxBC+6gDT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9yPn8ADR2NhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lJp0vu/j2nwsDTV+kqi9BwumWQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7dbTTrg2rNbbgLkXXwCqhBofag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnkVJY9RBvlh2Ri6sMyRRouyThizc3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ69Xa3Pyv1stMdB3kXKaZQcmWH0WZICYh88vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtPxYbgrZ68Dp1mw7N836y1bos4ynAG53AJHlxBC+6gDT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9yPn8ADR2NhA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7lJp0vu/j2nwsDTV+kqi9BwumWQ=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7dbTTrg2rNbbgLkXXwCqhBofag+tUfJiyLURomqNY9z01NkFNlOBM4q/QzjSllEzrCnkVJY9RBvlh2Ri6sMyRRouyThizc3xM5jbWexqHtjKkZ69Xa3Pyv1stMdB3kXKaZQcmWH0WZICYh88vJkCtkRkwtUKa43ZWwMVWUGZtPxYbgrZ68Dp1mw7N836y1bos4ynAG53AJHlxBC+6gDT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9yPn8ADR2NhA==</latexit>

0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="MvUmqQbxuuSXIaGDVmdF5A6PMxc=">AAAB7HicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoKt4KnsFkGPBT14rOC2hXYp2XS2Dc1mlyQrlNLf4MWDIl79Qd78N6btHrT1hcDDOzNk5g1TwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT1o6yRRDnyUiUZ2QahRcom+4EdhJFdI4FNgOx7fzevsJleaJfDSTFIOYDiWPOKPGWn7VrV1V++WKW3MXIuvg5VCBXM1++as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaYEqV4UzgrNTLNKaUjekQuxYljVEH08WyM3JhnQGJEmWfNGTh/p6Y0ljrSRzazpiakV6tzc3/at3MRDfBlMs0MyjZ8qMoE8QkZH45GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPzKdkQvNWT16FVr3mWH+qVxl0eRxHO4BwuwYNraMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/BHzucPECeNhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MvUmqQbxuuSXIaGDVmdF5A6PMxc=">AAAB7HicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoKt4KnsFkGPBT14rOC2hXYp2XS2Dc1mlyQrlNLf4MWDIl79Qd78N6btHrT1hcDDOzNk5g1TwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT1o6yRRDnyUiUZ2QahRcom+4EdhJFdI4FNgOx7fzevsJleaJfDSTFIOYDiWPOKPGWn7VrV1V++WKW3MXIuvg5VCBXM1++as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaYEqV4UzgrNTLNKaUjekQuxYljVEH08WyM3JhnQGJEmWfNGTh/p6Y0ljrSRzazpiakV6tzc3/at3MRDfBlMs0MyjZ8qMoE8QkZH45GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPzKdkQvNWT16FVr3mWH+qVxl0eRxHO4BwuwYNraMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/BHzucPECeNhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MvUmqQbxuuSXIaGDVmdF5A6PMxc=">AAAB7HicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoKt4KnsFkGPBT14rOC2hXYp2XS2Dc1mlyQrlNLf4MWDIl79Qd78N6btHrT1hcDDOzNk5g1TwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT1o6yRRDnyUiUZ2QahRcom+4EdhJFdI4FNgOx7fzevsJleaJfDSTFIOYDiWPOKPGWn7VrV1V++WKW3MXIuvg5VCBXM1++as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaYEqV4UzgrNTLNKaUjekQuxYljVEH08WyM3JhnQGJEmWfNGTh/p6Y0ljrSRzazpiakV6tzc3/at3MRDfBlMs0MyjZ8qMoE8QkZH45GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPzKdkQvNWT16FVr3mWH+qVxl0eRxHO4BwuwYNraMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/BHzucPECeNhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MvUmqQbxuuSXIaGDVmdF5A6PMxc=">AAAB7HicbZBNSwMxEIZn61etX1WPXoKt4KnsFkGPBT14rOC2hXYp2XS2Dc1mlyQrlNLf4MWDIl79Qd78N6btHrT1hcDDOzNk5g1TwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT1o6yRRDnyUiUZ2QahRcom+4EdhJFdI4FNgOx7fzevsJleaJfDSTFIOYDiWPOKPGWn7VrV1V++WKW3MXIuvg5VCBXM1++as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaYEqV4UzgrNTLNKaUjekQuxYljVEH08WyM3JhnQGJEmWfNGTh/p6Y0ljrSRzazpiakV6tzc3/at3MRDfBlMs0MyjZ8qMoE8QkZH45GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPzKdkQvNWT16FVr3mWH+qVxl0eRxHO4BwuwYNraMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/BHzucPECeNhg==</latexit>

0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="/L1YYmX8y8RR1jfaGGqDL822G38=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSOQi1JtLDExAMSuJC9ZQ427O1ddvdMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY784ap4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJy2dZIqhzxKRqE5INQou0TfcCOykCmkcCmyH49t5vf2ESvNEPppJikFMh5JHnFFjLb/q1q6q/XLFrbkLkXXwcqhArma//NUbJCyLURomqNZdz01NMKXKcCZwVuplGlPKxnSIXYuSxqiD6WLZGbmwzoBEibJPGrJwf09Maaz1JA5tZ0zNSK/W5uZ/tW5moptgymWaGZRs+VGUCWISMr+cDLhCZsTEAmWK210JG1FFmbH5lGwI3urJ69Cq1zzLD/VK4y6PowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHEzGNiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/L1YYmX8y8RR1jfaGGqDL822G38=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSOQi1JtLDExAMSuJC9ZQ427O1ddvdMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY784ap4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJy2dZIqhzxKRqE5INQou0TfcCOykCmkcCmyH49t5vf2ESvNEPppJikFMh5JHnFFjLb/q1q6q/XLFrbkLkXXwcqhArma//NUbJCyLURomqNZdz01NMKXKcCZwVuplGlPKxnSIXYuSxqiD6WLZGbmwzoBEibJPGrJwf09Maaz1JA5tZ0zNSK/W5uZ/tW5moptgymWaGZRs+VGUCWISMr+cDLhCZsTEAmWK210JG1FFmbH5lGwI3urJ69Cq1zzLD/VK4y6PowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHEzGNiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/L1YYmX8y8RR1jfaGGqDL822G38=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSOQi1JtLDExAMSuJC9ZQ427O1ddvdMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY784ap4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJy2dZIqhzxKRqE5INQou0TfcCOykCmkcCmyH49t5vf2ESvNEPppJikFMh5JHnFFjLb/q1q6q/XLFrbkLkXXwcqhArma//NUbJCyLURomqNZdz01NMKXKcCZwVuplGlPKxnSIXYuSxqiD6WLZGbmwzoBEibJPGrJwf09Maaz1JA5tZ0zNSK/W5uZ/tW5moptgymWaGZRs+VGUCWISMr+cDLhCZsTEAmWK210JG1FFmbH5lGwI3urJ69Cq1zzLD/VK4y6PowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHEzGNiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/L1YYmX8y8RR1jfaGGqDL822G38=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSOQi1JtLDExAMSuJC9ZQ427O1ddvdMCOE32FhojK0/yM5/4wJXKPgmmzx5ZyY784ap4Nq47rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJy2dZIqhzxKRqE5INQou0TfcCOykCmkcCmyH49t5vf2ESvNEPppJikFMh5JHnFFjLb/q1q6q/XLFrbkLkXXwcqhArma//NUbJCyLURomqNZdz01NMKXKcCZwVuplGlPKxnSIXYuSxqiD6WLZGbmwzoBEibJPGrJwf09Maaz1JA5tZ0zNSK/W5uZ/tW5moptgymWaGZRs+VGUCWISMr+cDLhCZsTEAmWK210JG1FFmbH5lGwI3urJ69Cq1zzLD/VK4y6PowhncA6X4ME1NOAemuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHEzGNiA==</latexit>

0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="equA7fgUXkb1oAZQaT7Pz3Chs3U=">AAAB7HicbZA9TwJBEIbn8AvxC7W02QgmVuSORkoSLSwx8YAELmRvGWDD3t5ld8+EXPgNNhYaY+sPsvPfuMAVCr7JJk/emcnOvGEiuDau++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWVvHqWLos1jEqhtSjYJL9A03AruJQhqFAjvh9HZR7zyh0jyWj2aWYBDRseQjzqixll91a43qoFxxa+5SZBO8HCqQqzUof/WHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxMTZFQZzgTOS/1UY0LZlI6xZ1HSCHWQLZedkyvrDMkoVvZJQ5bu74mMRlrPotB2RtRM9HptYf5X66Vm1AgyLpPUoGSrj0apICYmi8vJkCtkRswsUKa43ZWwCVWUGZtPyYbgrZ+8Ce16zbP8UK807/I4inABl3ANHtxAE+6hBT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9yPn8AFjuNig==</latexit>

1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NaUEN9sAeOHA4KEtMarbH9ahM3Y=">AAAB7HicbZBNT8JAEIan+IX4hXr0shFMPJGWix5J9OAREwsm0JDtMoUN222zuzUhDb/BiweN8eoP8ua/cYEeFHyTTZ68M5OdecNUcG1c99spbWxube+Udyt7+weHR9Xjk45OMsXQZ4lI1GNINQou0TfcCHxMFdI4FNgNJzfzevcJleaJfDDTFIOYjiSPOKPGWn7da7j1QbXmNtyFyDp4BdSgUHtQ/eoPE5bFKA0TVOue56YmyKkynAmcVfqZxpSyCR1hz6KkMeogXyw7IxfWGZIoUfZJQxbu74mcxlpP49B2xtSM9Wptbv5X62Umug5yLtPMoGTLj6JMEJOQ+eVkyBUyI6YWKFPc7krYmCrKjM2nYkPwVk9eh06z4Vm+b9Zat0UcZTiDc7gED66gBXfQBh8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsfy9aSU8ycwh85nz8Lmo2D</latexit>

gg
!

Z
Z

ac
ce

p
ta

n
ce

<latexit sha1_base64="4mrjBUYWGMEhrqnH+QuAYp6hxRY=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9Vd0IboKt4KrMdKPLgiAuK9gHbYeSSe+0oZnMkNwRSqkI/hU3LhRx679w578xfSy09ULg45wbknOCRAqDrvvtrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OaiVPNocpjGetGwAxIoaCKAiU0Eg0sCiTUg8HVxK/fgzYiVnc4TMCPWE+JUHCGVurkjgs92qNtjGmzSQuUcQ4JMsWhk8u7RXc6dBm8OeTJfCqd3Fe7G/M0AoVcMmNanpugP2IaBZcwzrZTAwnjA9aDlkXFIjD+aJpgTM+s0qVhrO1RSKfq7xsjFhkzjAK7GTHsm0VvIv7ntVIML/2RUEmKoPjsoTCV1Aae1EG7QgNHObTAuBb2r5T3mWYcbWlZW4K3GHkZaqWiZ/m2lC9fP87qyJATckrOiUcuSJnckAqpEk4eyDN5JW/Ok/PivDsfs9UVZ17hEfkzzucPGb+VzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4mrjBUYWGMEhrqnH+QuAYp6hxRY=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9Vd0IboKt4KrMdKPLgiAuK9gHbYeSSe+0oZnMkNwRSqkI/hU3LhRx679w578xfSy09ULg45wbknOCRAqDrvvtrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OaiVPNocpjGetGwAxIoaCKAiU0Eg0sCiTUg8HVxK/fgzYiVnc4TMCPWE+JUHCGVurkjgs92qNtjGmzSQuUcQ4JMsWhk8u7RXc6dBm8OeTJfCqd3Fe7G/M0AoVcMmNanpugP2IaBZcwzrZTAwnjA9aDlkXFIjD+aJpgTM+s0qVhrO1RSKfq7xsjFhkzjAK7GTHsm0VvIv7ntVIML/2RUEmKoPjsoTCV1Aae1EG7QgNHObTAuBb2r5T3mWYcbWlZW4K3GHkZaqWiZ/m2lC9fP87qyJATckrOiUcuSJnckAqpEk4eyDN5JW/Ok/PivDsfs9UVZ17hEfkzzucPGb+VzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4mrjBUYWGMEhrqnH+QuAYp6hxRY=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9Vd0IboKt4KrMdKPLgiAuK9gHbYeSSe+0oZnMkNwRSqkI/hU3LhRx679w578xfSy09ULg45wbknOCRAqDrvvtrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OaiVPNocpjGetGwAxIoaCKAiU0Eg0sCiTUg8HVxK/fgzYiVnc4TMCPWE+JUHCGVurkjgs92qNtjGmzSQuUcQ4JMsWhk8u7RXc6dBm8OeTJfCqd3Fe7G/M0AoVcMmNanpugP2IaBZcwzrZTAwnjA9aDlkXFIjD+aJpgTM+s0qVhrO1RSKfq7xsjFhkzjAK7GTHsm0VvIv7ntVIML/2RUEmKoPjsoTCV1Aae1EG7QgNHObTAuBb2r5T3mWYcbWlZW4K3GHkZaqWiZ/m2lC9fP87qyJATckrOiUcuSJnckAqpEk4eyDN5JW/Ok/PivDsfs9UVZ17hEfkzzucPGb+VzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4mrjBUYWGMEhrqnH+QuAYp6hxRY=">AAACAXicbZBLSwMxFIUzPmt9Vd0IboKt4KrMdKPLgiAuK9gHbYeSSe+0oZnMkNwRSqkI/hU3LhRx679w578xfSy09ULg45wbknOCRAqDrvvtrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8OaiVPNocpjGetGwAxIoaCKAiU0Eg0sCiTUg8HVxK/fgzYiVnc4TMCPWE+JUHCGVurkjgs92qNtjGmzSQuUcQ4JMsWhk8u7RXc6dBm8OeTJfCqd3Fe7G/M0AoVcMmNanpugP2IaBZcwzrZTAwnjA9aDlkXFIjD+aJpgTM+s0qVhrO1RSKfq7xsjFhkzjAK7GTHsm0VvIv7ntVIML/2RUEmKoPjsoTCV1Aae1EG7QgNHObTAuBb2r5T3mWYcbWlZW4K3GHkZaqWiZ/m2lC9fP87qyJATckrOiUcuSJnckAqpEk4eyDN5JW/Ok/PivDsfs9UVZ17hEfkzzucPGb+VzQ==</latexit>

qq̄ ! ZZ rejection
<latexit sha1_base64="wWHsI7REBkV/R9Dveb9C7m+oUmk=">AAACBHicbZBLTwIxFIXv4Avxhbpk0wgmrsgMG12SmBiXmMgjMIR0Sgcqnc7QdkzIhEQ3/hU3LjTGrT/Cnf/GwrBQ8CZNvpxzm/YcL+JMadv+tjJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoocJYElonIQ9ly8OKciZoXTPNaSuSFAcep01vdDnzm/dUKhaKWz2JaDfAA8F8RrA2Ui9fKI2R62GJxq4OUbuNSkjSO0pSt2iX7fmgVXAWUITF1Hr5L7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqS7CZaaEU6nOTdWNMJkhAe0Y1DggKpuMg8xRadG6SM/lOYIjebq7xsJDpSaBJ7ZDLAeqmVvJv7ndWLtX3QTJqJYU0HSh/yYI5N31gjqM2ny8okBTCQzf0VkiCUm2vSWMyU4y5FXoVEpO4ZvKsXq1UNaRxYKcAJn4MA5VOEaalAHAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79ZGuZqxFhcfwZ6zPH79sl0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wWHsI7REBkV/R9Dveb9C7m+oUmk=">AAACBHicbZBLTwIxFIXv4Avxhbpk0wgmrsgMG12SmBiXmMgjMIR0Sgcqnc7QdkzIhEQ3/hU3LjTGrT/Cnf/GwrBQ8CZNvpxzm/YcL+JMadv+tjJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoocJYElonIQ9ly8OKciZoXTPNaSuSFAcep01vdDnzm/dUKhaKWz2JaDfAA8F8RrA2Ui9fKI2R62GJxq4OUbuNSkjSO0pSt2iX7fmgVXAWUITF1Hr5L7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqS7CZaaEU6nOTdWNMJkhAe0Y1DggKpuMg8xRadG6SM/lOYIjebq7xsJDpSaBJ7ZDLAeqmVvJv7ndWLtX3QTJqJYU0HSh/yYI5N31gjqM2ny8okBTCQzf0VkiCUm2vSWMyU4y5FXoVEpO4ZvKsXq1UNaRxYKcAJn4MA5VOEaalAHAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79ZGuZqxFhcfwZ6zPH79sl0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wWHsI7REBkV/R9Dveb9C7m+oUmk=">AAACBHicbZBLTwIxFIXv4Avxhbpk0wgmrsgMG12SmBiXmMgjMIR0Sgcqnc7QdkzIhEQ3/hU3LjTGrT/Cnf/GwrBQ8CZNvpxzm/YcL+JMadv+tjJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoocJYElonIQ9ly8OKciZoXTPNaSuSFAcep01vdDnzm/dUKhaKWz2JaDfAA8F8RrA2Ui9fKI2R62GJxq4OUbuNSkjSO0pSt2iX7fmgVXAWUITF1Hr5L7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqS7CZaaEU6nOTdWNMJkhAe0Y1DggKpuMg8xRadG6SM/lOYIjebq7xsJDpSaBJ7ZDLAeqmVvJv7ndWLtX3QTJqJYU0HSh/yYI5N31gjqM2ny8okBTCQzf0VkiCUm2vSWMyU4y5FXoVEpO4ZvKsXq1UNaRxYKcAJn4MA5VOEaalAHAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79ZGuZqxFhcfwZ6zPH79sl0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wWHsI7REBkV/R9Dveb9C7m+oUmk=">AAACBHicbZBLTwIxFIXv4Avxhbpk0wgmrsgMG12SmBiXmMgjMIR0Sgcqnc7QdkzIhEQ3/hU3LjTGrT/Cnf/GwrBQ8CZNvpxzm/YcL+JMadv+tjJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5B/vCoocJYElonIQ9ly8OKciZoXTPNaSuSFAcep01vdDnzm/dUKhaKWz2JaDfAA8F8RrA2Ui9fKI2R62GJxq4OUbuNSkjSO0pSt2iX7fmgVXAWUITF1Hr5L7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqS7CZaaEU6nOTdWNMJkhAe0Y1DggKpuMg8xRadG6SM/lOYIjebq7xsJDpSaBJ7ZDLAeqmVvJv7ndWLtX3QTJqJYU0HSh/yYI5N31gjqM2ny8okBTCQzf0VkiCUm2vSWMyU4y5FXoVEpO4ZvKsXq1UNaRxYKcAJn4MA5VOEaalAHAo/wDK/wZj1ZL9a79ZGuZqxFhcfwZ6zPH79sl0w=</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [A]
<latexit sha1_base64="PQ0nNcC62pM322OsOpPy2y1o2LE=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxFQtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxhfz+rdByoVS8SdnqTUj3EkWMgI1sYa2OVqFKG+TtD9fRV5TX9gV5yaMxdaB3cJFViqNbC/+sOEZDEVmnCslOc6qfZzLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxjqhnUOCYKj+fLz5F58YZojCR5gmN5u7vHzmOlZrEgemMsR6p1drM/K/mZTq88nMm0kxTQRaDwowjc+gsBTRkkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0yapkQnBXT16HTr3mGr6tVxrNp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/lpCSIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PQ0nNcC62pM322OsOpPy2y1o2LE=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxFQtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxhfz+rdByoVS8SdnqTUj3EkWMgI1sYa2OVqFKG+TtD9fRV5TX9gV5yaMxdaB3cJFViqNbC/+sOEZDEVmnCslOc6qfZzLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxjqhnUOCYKj+fLz5F58YZojCR5gmN5u7vHzmOlZrEgemMsR6p1drM/K/mZTq88nMm0kxTQRaDwowjc+gsBTRkkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0yapkQnBXT16HTr3mGr6tVxrNp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/lpCSIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PQ0nNcC62pM322OsOpPy2y1o2LE=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxFQtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxhfz+rdByoVS8SdnqTUj3EkWMgI1sYa2OVqFKG+TtD9fRV5TX9gV5yaMxdaB3cJFViqNbC/+sOEZDEVmnCslOc6qfZzLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxjqhnUOCYKj+fLz5F58YZojCR5gmN5u7vHzmOlZrEgemMsR6p1drM/K/mZTq88nMm0kxTQRaDwowjc+gsBTRkkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0yapkQnBXT16HTr3mGr6tVxrNp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/lpCSIA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PQ0nNcC62pM322OsOpPy2y1o2LE=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxFQtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxhfz+rdByoVS8SdnqTUj3EkWMgI1sYa2OVqFKG+TtD9fRV5TX9gV5yaMxdaB3cJFViqNbC/+sOEZDEVmnCslOc6qfZzLDUjnE5L/UzRFJMxjqhnUOCYKj+fLz5F58YZojCR5gmN5u7vHzmOlZrEgemMsR6p1drM/K/mZTq88nMm0kxTQRaDwowjc+gsBTRkkhLNJwYwkczsisgIS0y0yapkQnBXT16HTr3mGr6tVxrNp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/lpCSIA==</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [B]
<latexit sha1_base64="y38DmoS1K3iUVo3Qerjs9AOA/u0=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxwMJYJHoRaVQ5rpNadZzIdpBKVIn3YGEAIVYehY23wb0M0PJLlj7951jnnD9IOVPacb6twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3X7YPDtsqySShLZLwRHYDrChngrY005x2U0lxHHDaCUbX03rngUrFEnGnxyn1YxwJFjKCtbH6drkaRainE3R/X0Xeld+3K07NmQmtgruACizU7NtfvUFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTielXqZoiskIR9QzKHBMlZ/PFp+gU+MMUJhI84RGM/f3jxzHSo3jwHTGWA/Vcm1q/lfzMh1e+DkTaaapIPNBYcaROXSaAhowSYnmYwOYSGZ2RWSIJSbaZFUyIbjLJ69Cu15zDd/WK43Lp3kcRTiGEzgDF86hATfQhBYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY95asBYRHsEfWZ8/mBWSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y38DmoS1K3iUVo3Qerjs9AOA/u0=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxwMJYJHoRaVQ5rpNadZzIdpBKVIn3YGEAIVYehY23wb0M0PJLlj7951jnnD9IOVPacb6twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3X7YPDtsqySShLZLwRHYDrChngrY005x2U0lxHHDaCUbX03rngUrFEnGnxyn1YxwJFjKCtbH6drkaRainE3R/X0Xeld+3K07NmQmtgruACizU7NtfvUFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTielXqZoiskIR9QzKHBMlZ/PFp+gU+MMUJhI84RGM/f3jxzHSo3jwHTGWA/Vcm1q/lfzMh1e+DkTaaapIPNBYcaROXSaAhowSYnmYwOYSGZ2RWSIJSbaZFUyIbjLJ69Cu15zDd/WK43Lp3kcRTiGEzgDF86hATfQhBYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY95asBYRHsEfWZ8/mBWSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y38DmoS1K3iUVo3Qerjs9AOA/u0=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxwMJYJHoRaVQ5rpNadZzIdpBKVIn3YGEAIVYehY23wb0M0PJLlj7951jnnD9IOVPacb6twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3X7YPDtsqySShLZLwRHYDrChngrY005x2U0lxHHDaCUbX03rngUrFEnGnxyn1YxwJFjKCtbH6drkaRainE3R/X0Xeld+3K07NmQmtgruACizU7NtfvUFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTielXqZoiskIR9QzKHBMlZ/PFp+gU+MMUJhI84RGM/f3jxzHSo3jwHTGWA/Vcm1q/lfzMh1e+DkTaaapIPNBYcaROXSaAhowSYnmYwOYSGZ2RWSIJSbaZFUyIbjLJ69Cu15zDd/WK43Lp3kcRTiGEzgDF86hATfQhBYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY95asBYRHsEfWZ8/mBWSIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y38DmoS1K3iUVo3Qerjs9AOA/u0=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxwMJYJHoRaVQ5rpNadZzIdpBKVIn3YGEAIVYehY23wb0M0PJLlj7951jnnD9IOVPacb6twtr6xuZWcbu0s7u3X7YPDtsqySShLZLwRHYDrChngrY005x2U0lxHHDaCUbX03rngUrFEnGnxyn1YxwJFjKCtbH6drkaRainE3R/X0Xeld+3K07NmQmtgruACizU7NtfvUFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTielXqZoiskIR9QzKHBMlZ/PFp+gU+MMUJhI84RGM/f3jxzHSo3jwHTGWA/Vcm1q/lfzMh1e+DkTaaapIPNBYcaROXSaAhowSYnmYwOYSGZ2RWSIJSbaZFUyIbjLJ69Cu15zDd/WK43Lp3kcRTiGEzgDF86hATfQhBYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY95asBYRHsEfWZ8/mBWSIQ==</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [C]
<latexit sha1_base64="iyr8lQtnfpuuCOnmuU/uS9WyMa8=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxqAtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxg3Z/XuA5WKJeJOT1LqxzgSLGQEa2MN7HI1ilBfJ+j+voq8pj+wK07NmQutg7uECizVGthf/WFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTqelfqZoiskYR9QzKHBMlZ/PF5+ic+MMUZhI84RGc/f3jxzHSk3iwHTGWI/Uam1m/lfzMh1e+TkTaaapIItBYcaROXSWAhoySYnmEwOYSGZ2RWSEJSbaZFUyIbirJ69Dp15zDd/WK43rp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/mZqSIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyr8lQtnfpuuCOnmuU/uS9WyMa8=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxqAtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxg3Z/XuA5WKJeJOT1LqxzgSLGQEa2MN7HI1ilBfJ+j+voq8pj+wK07NmQutg7uECizVGthf/WFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTqelfqZoiskYR9QzKHBMlZ/PF5+ic+MMUZhI84RGc/f3jxzHSk3iwHTGWI/Uam1m/lfzMh1e+TkTaaapIItBYcaROXSWAhoySYnmEwOYSGZ2RWSEJSbaZFUyIbirJ69Dp15zDd/WK43rp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/mZqSIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyr8lQtnfpuuCOnmuU/uS9WyMa8=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxqAtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxg3Z/XuA5WKJeJOT1LqxzgSLGQEa2MN7HI1ilBfJ+j+voq8pj+wK07NmQutg7uECizVGthf/WFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTqelfqZoiskYR9QzKHBMlZ/PF5+ic+MMUZhI84RGc/f3jxzHSk3iwHTGWI/Uam1m/lfzMh1e+TkTaaapIItBYcaROXSWAhoySYnmEwOYSGZ2RWSEJSbaZFUyIbirJ69Dp15zDd/WK43rp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/mZqSIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iyr8lQtnfpuuCOnmuU/uS9WyMa8=">AAAB+HicbZC7TsMwFIZPyq2USwOMLBYtElOVdIGxqAtjkehFpFHluE5q1XEi20EqUSXeg4UBhFh5FDbeBvcyQMsvWfr0n2Odc/4g5Uxpx/m2ChubW9s7xd3S3v7BYdk+Ou6oJJOEtknCE9kLsKKcCdrWTHPaSyXFccBpNxg3Z/XuA5WKJeJOT1LqxzgSLGQEa2MN7HI1ilBfJ+j+voq8pj+wK07NmQutg7uECizVGthf/WFCspgKTThWynOdVPs5lpoRTqelfqZoiskYR9QzKHBMlZ/PF5+ic+MMUZhI84RGc/f3jxzHSk3iwHTGWI/Uam1m/lfzMh1e+TkTaaapIItBYcaROXSWAhoySYnmEwOYSGZ2RWSEJSbaZFUyIbirJ69Dp15zDd/WK43rp0UcRTiFM7gAFy6hATfQgjYQyOAZXuHNerRerHfrY9FasJYRnsAfWZ8/mZqSIg==</latexit>

gg ! ZZ [SM]
<latexit sha1_base64="qRY5ddc5+223jm+b68KdAXanzAo=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8FWcFWSbnRZceNGqGhbaRrKZDpJh04mYWZSKKHgg7hxoYhb38Sdb+P0stDWHwY+/nOGc84fpJwp7TjfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z+wD49aKskkoU2S8EQ+BlhRzgRtaqY5fUwlxXHAaTsYXk/r7RGViiXiQY9T6sc4EixkBGtj9Wy7EkWoqxPU6VSQd3/r9+yyU3VmQqvgLqAMCzV69le3n5AspkITjpXyXCfVfo6lZoTTSambKZpiMsQR9QwKHFPl57PNJ+jMOH0UJtI8odHM/f0jx7FS4zgwnTHWA7Vcm5r/1bxMh5d+zkSaaSrIfFCYcWQuncaA+kxSovnYACaSmV0RGWCJiTZhlUwI7vLJq9CqVV3Dd7Vy/eppHkcRTuAUzsGFC6jDDTSgCQRG8Ayv8Gbl1ov1bn3MWwvWIsJj+CPr8wdQMJKJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRY5ddc5+223jm+b68KdAXanzAo=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8FWcFWSbnRZceNGqGhbaRrKZDpJh04mYWZSKKHgg7hxoYhb38Sdb+P0stDWHwY+/nOGc84fpJwp7TjfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z+wD49aKskkoU2S8EQ+BlhRzgRtaqY5fUwlxXHAaTsYXk/r7RGViiXiQY9T6sc4EixkBGtj9Wy7EkWoqxPU6VSQd3/r9+yyU3VmQqvgLqAMCzV69le3n5AspkITjpXyXCfVfo6lZoTTSambKZpiMsQR9QwKHFPl57PNJ+jMOH0UJtI8odHM/f0jx7FS4zgwnTHWA7Vcm5r/1bxMh5d+zkSaaSrIfFCYcWQuncaA+kxSovnYACaSmV0RGWCJiTZhlUwI7vLJq9CqVV3Dd7Vy/eppHkcRTuAUzsGFC6jDDTSgCQRG8Ayv8Gbl1ov1bn3MWwvWIsJj+CPr8wdQMJKJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRY5ddc5+223jm+b68KdAXanzAo=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8FWcFWSbnRZceNGqGhbaRrKZDpJh04mYWZSKKHgg7hxoYhb38Sdb+P0stDWHwY+/nOGc84fpJwp7TjfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z+wD49aKskkoU2S8EQ+BlhRzgRtaqY5fUwlxXHAaTsYXk/r7RGViiXiQY9T6sc4EixkBGtj9Wy7EkWoqxPU6VSQd3/r9+yyU3VmQqvgLqAMCzV69le3n5AspkITjpXyXCfVfo6lZoTTSambKZpiMsQR9QwKHFPl57PNJ+jMOH0UJtI8odHM/f0jx7FS4zgwnTHWA7Vcm5r/1bxMh5d+zkSaaSrIfFCYcWQuncaA+kxSovnYACaSmV0RGWCJiTZhlUwI7vLJq9CqVV3Dd7Vy/eppHkcRTuAUzsGFC6jDDTSgCQRG8Ayv8Gbl1ov1bn3MWwvWIsJj+CPr8wdQMJKJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qRY5ddc5+223jm+b68KdAXanzAo=">AAAB+XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Slm8FWcFWSbnRZceNGqGhbaRrKZDpJh04mYWZSKKHgg7hxoYhb38Sdb+P0stDWHwY+/nOGc84fpJwp7TjfVmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z+wD49aKskkoU2S8EQ+BlhRzgRtaqY5fUwlxXHAaTsYXk/r7RGViiXiQY9T6sc4EixkBGtj9Wy7EkWoqxPU6VSQd3/r9+yyU3VmQqvgLqAMCzV69le3n5AspkITjpXyXCfVfo6lZoTTSambKZpiMsQR9QwKHFPl57PNJ+jMOH0UJtI8odHM/f0jx7FS4zgwnTHWA7Vcm5r/1bxMh5d+zkSaaSrIfFCYcWQuncaA+kxSovnYACaSmV0RGWCJiTZhlUwI7vLJq9CqVV3Dd7Vy/eppHkcRTuAUzsGFC6jDDTSgCQRG8Ayv8Gbl1ov1bn3MWwvWIsJj+CPr8wdQMJKJ</latexit>

FIG. 2: (Left) cos ✓1 distribution for signal and background. (Middle) cos ✓⇤ distribution for signal and background.
Dotted lines are from Monte Carlo, and solid curves are from the theory prediction without cuts. (Right) ROC

showing acceptance rate of the gg-initiated processes against the rejection rate of the SM qq̄-initiated one.

Significance � case A case B case C
with basic cuts 2.01 0.634 4.71

with basic + angle cuts 2.32 0.838 5.78
with basic cuts + BDT 2.45 0.92 7.01

Luminosity for 3� discovery 4.2ab�1 29ab�1 0.5ab�1

TABLE I: Achievable sensitivities for the NP cases at 3
ab�1 HL-LHC with benchmark points. Basic cuts are

defined in eq. (8) and angle cuts in eq. (10)

training are KD, cos ✓⇤ and cos ✓1. As defined above,
the signal (SIG) for optimization is gg ! h⇤

! 4`,
where mh⇤ = mobs

4` is set in the calculation of KD. Back-
ground (BKG) is the SM qq̄ ! 4`. The BDT classifier,
optimized upon SIG and BKG, further reduces the qq̄-
initiated background. BDT score is then calculated for
all processes including the SM and the new physics cases
considered. We show the ROC-curve from the BDT anal-
ysis in the right plot of Fig. 2. The y-axis shows the ac-
ceptance of the di↵erent gg-initiated processes including
the SM, case A, B and C, the x-axis is the corresponding
rejection rate of the qq̄-initiated SM background. Even-
tually, in Table I we list the significance achieved at the
basic cuts, and then a angular cuts or BDT cut, respec-
tively. We also show the luminosity needed to achieve a
3� significance for each NP case.

IV. DIMENSION-8 EFT OPERATOR

The dimension-8 operator gives rise to an energy
dependent qq̄ZLZL 4-point interaction. The relevant
term for our pp ! ZZ process, constrained by unitar-
ity/analyticity [9, 10] reads [8],

�
c8
⇤4

ig2Zv2

32
( ̄q�

µ@⌫ q +  ̄q�
⌫@µ q + h.c.)ZµZ⌫. (12)

With benchmark point ⇤ = 1.26 TeV, and c8 = 4⇡, the
deviation is shown in Fig. 1, mainly in the LL mode as
expected. The deviation arises from interference between
the dimension-8 operator and the SM qq̄ ! ZZ. Despite
the smallness of the ZLZL components in the SM, the

interference becomes sizable at high mass tail due to the
amplitude level order ŝ2 enhancement. For validity of the
EFT approach, we require m4` < 1.2 TeV in the analysis.

This scenario with adding a dimension-8 EFT operator
is however di↵erent from the scenario A,B,C. Specifically,
the cos ✓⇤ distribution is proportional to sin2(2✓⇤) with a
distinct di-peak structure. An angle cut of | cos ✓1| < 0.68
to favor the LL mode finds a 7% improvement on the
sensitivity. We then adopt a BDT analysis over variables
✓⇤, ✓1, ✓2,�, m4`, and found the m4` variable most im-
portant in discrimination, followed by cos ✓⇤ and cos ✓i.
This is expected due to the sensitive energy dependence
of the dimension-8 operator. We find that with 100 fb�1

data of the 13 TeV LHC, a cut of cos ✓1 < 0.68 constrains
this operator to ⇤ > 1.3 TeV at 1�, and BDT analysis
improves the bound to 1.5 TeV.

As studied in the Ref. [8], there are in general ZTZT

channels that get enhanced as well. The reach to these
TT-mode enhancing operators is comparable to the LL-
mode at around ⇤ > 1.3 TeV, due to interference with
a larger SM TT-mode but weaker center-of-mass energy
enhancement.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We study the the high mass tail region of the pp !

ZZ ! 4` channel for a precision, which is sensitive to
the modification of the Higgs sector. We point out that
the deviation is mostly from the LL-mode of Z bosons.
The sensitivity in the LHC analysis would be improved by
suppressing TT-mode with utilizing angular correlations.
To cover a case where a NP is within the LHC search
scale, we evaluate three di↵erent NP scenarios which af-
fect the higgs mediated diagrams in gg ! ZZ. Despite
the di↵erent energy dependence in each NP, angular cuts
favoring the central and LL mode would improve the sen-
sitivity to probe all these scenarios by 20%�30%. A BDT
analysis optimized for LL mode that includes the the en-
ergy dependence and angular variables as well, would fur-
ther improve all the sensitivities by about 20%. If any
of these Higgs sector new dynamics were around the cor-
ner for discovery, the High Luminosity (HL)-LHC would

LL
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:

�i =

0

@
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0
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0
R, (2.1)

where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is
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i
. (2.2)

The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
 

h1

h2

!
= R(↵)

 
H

h

!
,

 
⌘1

⌘2

!
= R(�)

 
z
0

A

!
,

 
w

±
1

w
±
2

!
= R(↵)

 
w

±

H
±

!
, (2.3)

where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is

R(✓) =

 
c✓ �s✓

s✓ c✓

!
. (2.4)
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:
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0
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!
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0
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⌫
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!
, ⌫

0
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0
R, (2.1)

where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is

V� = m
2
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†
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2
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i
. (2.2)

The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
 

h1

h2

!
= R(↵)

 
H

h
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,

 
⌘1
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±
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±
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H
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where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is

R(✓) =

 
c✓ �s✓

s✓ c✓

!
. (2.4)
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• Motivation:

We consider the normal scenario where the observed Higgs boson is the lighter CP-even

h, although the other scenario with MH = 125 GeV is still allowed by the Higgs precision

data [20, 21].

The Yukawa couplings are di↵erent according to the Z2 parity of the fermions. We fix

that QL ! QL and LL ! LL under the Z2 symmetry, where QL and LL are the left-handed

quark and lepton doublets, respectively. Then each right-handed fermion field only couples

to one scalar doublet field. There are four di↵erent ways to assign the Z2 symmetry on the

right-handed fermion fields, leading to four di↵erent types in the 2HDM, Type-I, Type-II,

Type-X, and Type-Y. We parameterize the Yukawa interactions with the neutral Higgs

bosons as

�LYuk =
X

f

mf

v

�
f f̄fh + ⇠

H

f
f̄fH � i⇠

A

f
f̄�5fA

�
. (2.5)

Note that f is the Higgs coupling modifier, parameterizing the NP e↵ects on the Higgs

couplings:

i =
giih

g
SM
iih

⌘ 1 + �i. (2.6)

While f ’s are di↵erent according to the 2HDM type, V and ⇠V (V = W
±
, Z) have the

common leading order expressions of

V = s��↵, ⇠V = c��↵. (2.7)

Because the observed Higgs boson at a mass of 125 GeV is very SM-like, the so-called

alignment limit is usually adopted in the 2HDM1, defined by

↵ = � �
⇡

2
(alignment limit) (2.8)

�! u = d = 1, V = 1, ⇠V = 0,

where u = t, t
0
, ⌫

0 and d = b, b
0
, ⌧, ⌧

0. With a sequential fourth generation, however, this

alignment limit does not guarantee a SM-like Higgs boson because of the large contribution

from the fourth generation fermions to the loop induced couplings of the Higgs boson,

especially to the g:

g =
tA

h

1/2(⌧t) +
P

F
FA

h

1/2(⌧F )

A
h

1/2(⌧t)
, (2.9)

where ⌧f = m
2
h
/4m

2
f
, F = t

0
, b

0, and the expression for the loop function A
h

1/2(⌧) is referred

to Ref. [23]. It is known that A
h

1/2(⌧f ) approaches the value of 4/3 when mf � mh. In

the alignment limit (t0 = b0 = 1) with MF � mh, therefore, the value of g approaches

3. We cannot but conclude that a sequential fourth generation in the SM or the aligned

2HDM is excluded by the Higgs precision data.

1The terminology alignment was first used when tuning the Yukawa sector to avoid the tree-level FCNC

without introducing the Z2 symmetry [22].
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:
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where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is

V� = m
2
11�

†
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The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
 

h1
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where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is

R(✓) =

 
c✓ �s✓

s✓ c✓

!
. (2.4)
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Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by

↵ =
⇡

2
� � (exact wrong-sign limit) (2.10)

�! u = 1, d = �1, V =
t
2
�
� 1

t
2
�

+ 1
, ⇠V =

2t�

t
2
�

+ 1
.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be

set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be

minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-

modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b
0 and ⌧

0 have opposite Yukawa couplings

to t
0 and ⌫

0. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential

fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from

the sequential fourth generation fermions to �� and Z� are also suppressed in the heavy

MF limit [6]:

��� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Q
2
f
N

f

C
f = 0, (2.11)

�Z� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Qf (T
f

3 )LN
f

C
f = 0,

where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f , N
f

C
is the color factor, and (T f

3 )L is the

isospin projection of the left-handed fL.

In the 2HDM, however, there exist other Higgs bosons, H, A, and H
±. The exact

wrong-sign condition simplifies ⇠
H,A

u,d
, defined in Eq. (2.5), into

⇠
H

u = ⇠
A

u =
1

t�
⌘ ⇠u, ⇠

H

d
= ⇠

A

d
= t� ⌘ ⇠d. (2.12)

An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.

Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain

the model significantly.

We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,

there are 7 free parameters of m
2
12, t� , and �1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for

m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:

t� , m
2
, MH , MA, MH± , Mt0 , Mb0 , M⌧ 0 , M⌫0 . (2.13)
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• Solution:

• Motivation:

We consider the normal scenario where the observed Higgs boson is the lighter CP-even

h, although the other scenario with MH = 125 GeV is still allowed by the Higgs precision

data [20, 21].

The Yukawa couplings are di↵erent according to the Z2 parity of the fermions. We fix

that QL ! QL and LL ! LL under the Z2 symmetry, where QL and LL are the left-handed

quark and lepton doublets, respectively. Then each right-handed fermion field only couples

to one scalar doublet field. There are four di↵erent ways to assign the Z2 symmetry on the

right-handed fermion fields, leading to four di↵erent types in the 2HDM, Type-I, Type-II,

Type-X, and Type-Y. We parameterize the Yukawa interactions with the neutral Higgs

bosons as

�LYuk =
X

f

mf

v

�
f f̄fh + ⇠

H

f
f̄fH � i⇠

A

f
f̄�5fA

�
. (2.5)

Note that f is the Higgs coupling modifier, parameterizing the NP e↵ects on the Higgs

couplings:

i =
giih

g
SM
iih

⌘ 1 + �i. (2.6)

While f ’s are di↵erent according to the 2HDM type, V and ⇠V (V = W
±
, Z) have the

common leading order expressions of

V = s��↵, ⇠V = c��↵. (2.7)

Because the observed Higgs boson at a mass of 125 GeV is very SM-like, the so-called

alignment limit is usually adopted in the 2HDM1, defined by

↵ = � �
⇡

2
(alignment limit) (2.8)

�! u = d = 1, V = 1, ⇠V = 0,

where u = t, t
0
, ⌫

0 and d = b, b
0
, ⌧, ⌧

0. With a sequential fourth generation, however, this

alignment limit does not guarantee a SM-like Higgs boson because of the large contribution

from the fourth generation fermions to the loop induced couplings of the Higgs boson,

especially to the g:

g =
tA

h

1/2(⌧t) +
P

F
FA

h

1/2(⌧F )

A
h

1/2(⌧t)
, (2.9)

where ⌧f = m
2
h
/4m

2
f
, F = t

0
, b

0, and the expression for the loop function A
h

1/2(⌧) is referred

to Ref. [23]. It is known that A
h

1/2(⌧f ) approaches the value of 4/3 when mf � mh. In

the alignment limit (t0 = b0 = 1) with MF � mh, therefore, the value of g approaches

3. We cannot but conclude that a sequential fourth generation in the SM or the aligned

2HDM is excluded by the Higgs precision data.

1The terminology alignment was first used when tuning the Yukawa sector to avoid the tree-level FCNC

without introducing the Z2 symmetry [22].
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Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by

↵ =
⇡

2
� � (exact wrong-sign limit) (2.10)

�! u = 1, d = �1, V =
t
2
�
� 1

t
2
�

+ 1
, ⇠V =

2t�

t
2
�

+ 1
.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be

set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be

minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-

modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b
0 and ⌧

0 have opposite Yukawa couplings

to t
0 and ⌫

0. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential

fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from

the sequential fourth generation fermions to �� and Z� are also suppressed in the heavy

MF limit [6]:
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where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f , N
f

C
is the color factor, and (T f

3 )L is the

isospin projection of the left-handed fL.

In the 2HDM, however, there exist other Higgs bosons, H, A, and H
±. The exact

wrong-sign condition simplifies ⇠
H,A

u,d
, defined in Eq. (2.5), into

⇠
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u = ⇠
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u =
1
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⌘ ⇠u, ⇠

H

d
= ⇠

A

d
= t� ⌘ ⇠d. (2.12)

An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.

Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain

the model significantly.

We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,

there are 7 free parameters of m
2
12, t� , and �1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for

m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:

t� , m
2
, MH , MA, MH± , Mt0 , Mb0 , M⌧ 0 , M⌫0 . (2.13)
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:
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where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is
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The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
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where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is

R(✓) =

 
c✓ �s✓

s✓ c✓

!
. (2.4)
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Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by

↵ =
⇡

2
� � (exact wrong-sign limit) (2.10)

�! u = 1, d = �1, V =
t
2
�
� 1

t
2
�

+ 1
, ⇠V =

2t�

t
2
�

+ 1
.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be

set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be

minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-

modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b
0 and ⌧

0 have opposite Yukawa couplings

to t
0 and ⌫

0. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential

fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from

the sequential fourth generation fermions to �� and Z� are also suppressed in the heavy

MF limit [6]:

��� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Q
2
f
N

f

C
f = 0, (2.11)

�Z� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Qf (T
f

3 )LN
f

C
f = 0,

where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f , N
f

C
is the color factor, and (T f

3 )L is the

isospin projection of the left-handed fL.

In the 2HDM, however, there exist other Higgs bosons, H, A, and H
±. The exact

wrong-sign condition simplifies ⇠
H,A

u,d
, defined in Eq. (2.5), into

⇠
H

u = ⇠
A

u =
1

t�
⌘ ⇠u, ⇠

H

d
= ⇠

A

d
= t� ⌘ ⇠d. (2.12)

An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.

Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain

the model significantly.

We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,

there are 7 free parameters of m
2
12, t� , and �1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for

m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:

t� , m
2
, MH , MA, MH± , Mt0 , Mb0 , M⌧ 0 , M⌫0 . (2.13)
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• Solution:

• Motivation:

We consider the normal scenario where the observed Higgs boson is the lighter CP-even

h, although the other scenario with MH = 125 GeV is still allowed by the Higgs precision

data [20, 21].

The Yukawa couplings are di↵erent according to the Z2 parity of the fermions. We fix

that QL ! QL and LL ! LL under the Z2 symmetry, where QL and LL are the left-handed

quark and lepton doublets, respectively. Then each right-handed fermion field only couples

to one scalar doublet field. There are four di↵erent ways to assign the Z2 symmetry on the

right-handed fermion fields, leading to four di↵erent types in the 2HDM, Type-I, Type-II,

Type-X, and Type-Y. We parameterize the Yukawa interactions with the neutral Higgs

bosons as

�LYuk =
X

f

mf

v

�
f f̄fh + ⇠

H

f
f̄fH � i⇠

A

f
f̄�5fA

�
. (2.5)

Note that f is the Higgs coupling modifier, parameterizing the NP e↵ects on the Higgs

couplings:

i =
giih

g
SM
iih

⌘ 1 + �i. (2.6)

While f ’s are di↵erent according to the 2HDM type, V and ⇠V (V = W
±
, Z) have the

common leading order expressions of

V = s��↵, ⇠V = c��↵. (2.7)

Because the observed Higgs boson at a mass of 125 GeV is very SM-like, the so-called

alignment limit is usually adopted in the 2HDM1, defined by

↵ = � �
⇡

2
(alignment limit) (2.8)

�! u = d = 1, V = 1, ⇠V = 0,

where u = t, t
0
, ⌫

0 and d = b, b
0
, ⌧, ⌧

0. With a sequential fourth generation, however, this

alignment limit does not guarantee a SM-like Higgs boson because of the large contribution

from the fourth generation fermions to the loop induced couplings of the Higgs boson,

especially to the g:

g =
tA

h

1/2(⌧t) +
P

F
FA

h

1/2(⌧F )

A
h

1/2(⌧t)
, (2.9)

where ⌧f = m
2
h
/4m

2
f
, F = t

0
, b

0, and the expression for the loop function A
h

1/2(⌧) is referred

to Ref. [23]. It is known that A
h

1/2(⌧f ) approaches the value of 4/3 when mf � mh. In

the alignment limit (t0 = b0 = 1) with MF � mh, therefore, the value of g approaches

3. We cannot but conclude that a sequential fourth generation in the SM or the aligned

2HDM is excluded by the Higgs precision data.

1The terminology alignment was first used when tuning the Yukawa sector to avoid the tree-level FCNC

without introducing the Z2 symmetry [22].
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If one does not impose discrete symmetries, then there are tree-level FCNCs in the 2HDM. A prototypemodel of this kind,
the so-called type III 2HDM, is discussed in Section 3, along with other such models, such as the Branco–Grimus–Lavoura
(BGL) model and models of Minimal Flavour Violation.

All 2HDMs have charged scalar bosons (‘charged Higgses’). An analysis of charged-Higgs production and decay, for all the
2HDMs of Section 2, is presented in Section 4; this is followed by a discussion of charged-Higgs phenomenology in models
with tree-level FCNC.

In Section 5 we relax the rather strict assumptions made in this introduction and in Sections 2–4. An analysis of the full
scalar potential, including the vacuum structure with or without CP violation and the possible symmetries one can impose
on the potential, is presented.

As noted earlier, the 2HDMoffers possibilities for new sources of CP violation. This is analysed in some detail in Section 6.
In particular we discuss the weak-basis invariant conditions for the 2HDM Lagrangian to be CP invariant and we present a
minimal realistic extension of the Standard Model, with spontaneous CP violation.

In Section 8 we briefly summarize some of our conclusions. Some isolated topics that the reader may want to consult
separately – constraints on the parameters of the potential fromunitarity, renormalization-group running of the parameters
of 2HDMs, and contributions to the oblique parameters from the scalar sector of 2HDMs – are left to appendices.

2. Models with natural flavour conservation

The most serious potential problem facing all 2HDMs1 is the possibility of tree level flavour-changing neutral
currents(FCNC). For example, the Yukawa couplings of the Q = �1/3 quarks will, in general, be

LY = y1ij ̄i j�1 + y2ij ̄i j�2, (9)

where i, j are generation indices. The mass matrix is then

Mij = y1ij
v1
p
2

+ y2ij
v2
p
2
. (10)

In the Standard Model, diagonalizing the mass matrix automatically diagonalizes the Yukawa interactions, therefore there
are no tree-level FCNC. In 2HDMs, however, in general y1 and y2 will not be simultaneously diagonalizable, and thus the
Yukawa couplings will not be flavour diagonal. Neutral Higgs scalars � will mediate FCNC of the form, for example, ds�.

These FCNC can cause severe phenomenological difficulties. The ds� interaction, for example, will lead to K–K mixing
at tree level. If the coupling is as large as the b-quark Yukawa coupling, the mass of the exchanged scalar would have to
exceed 10 TeV [25,26]. Nonetheless, under reasonable assumptions, models with these FCNC may still be viable. They will
be discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, however, we will assume that tree level FCNC are completely absent, due
to a discrete or continuous symmetry.

It is easy to see that if all fermionswith the samequantumnumbers (which are thus capable ofmixing) couple to the same
Higgs multiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This was formalized by the Paschos–Glashow–Weinberg theorem [27,28] which
states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of FCNC at tree level is that all fermions of a given charge and
helicity transform according to the same irreducible representation of SU(2), correspond to the same eigenvalue of T3 and
that a basis exists in which they receive their contributions in the mass matrix from a single source. In the Standard Model
with left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets, this theorem implies that all right-handed quarks of a given charge
must couple to a single Higgs multiplet. In the 2HDM, this can only be ensured by the introduction of discrete or continuous
symmetries.

Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, there are only two possibilities. In the type I 2HDM, all quarks couple to just
one of the Higgs doublets (conventionally chosen to be �2). In the type II 2HDM, the Q = 2/3 right-handed (RH) quarks
couple to one Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be �2) and the Q = �1/3 RH quarks couple to the other (�1). The
type I 2HDM can be enforced with a simple �1 ! ��1 discrete symmetry, whereas the type II 2HDM is enforced with a
�1 ! ��1, diR ! �diR discrete symmetry. Note that the original Peccei–Quinn models as well as supersymmetric models
give the same Yukawa couplings as in a type II 2HDM, but do it by using continuous symmetries.

Wewill in this chapter consider that there is no CP violation in the vacuumexpectation values (vevs) of the scalar doublets
�1,2. This means that v1,2 will be assumed to be both real and (without loss of generality) non-negative. Thus

�j =

✓
�+
j�

vj + ⇢j + i⌘j
�
/
p
2

◆
, (11)

with v1 = v cos� and v2 = v sin� . Then, the neutral Goldstone boson is G0 = ⌘1 cos� + ⌘2 sin� . The linear combination
of the ⌘j orthogonal to G0 is the physical pseudoscalar

A = ⌘1 sin� � ⌘2 cos�. (12)

1 All multi-Higgs-doublet models in general face this potential problem.
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It is easy to see that if all fermionswith the samequantumnumbers (which are thus capable ofmixing) couple to the same
Higgs multiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This was formalized by the Paschos–Glashow–Weinberg theorem [27,28] which
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Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, there are only two possibilities. In the type I 2HDM, all quarks couple to just
one of the Higgs doublets (conventionally chosen to be �2). In the type II 2HDM, the Q = 2/3 right-handed (RH) quarks
couple to one Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be �2) and the Q = �1/3 RH quarks couple to the other (�1). The
type I 2HDM can be enforced with a simple �1 ! ��1 discrete symmetry, whereas the type II 2HDM is enforced with a
�1 ! ��1, diR ! �diR discrete symmetry. Note that the original Peccei–Quinn models as well as supersymmetric models
give the same Yukawa couplings as in a type II 2HDM, but do it by using continuous symmetries.

Wewill in this chapter consider that there is no CP violation in the vacuumexpectation values (vevs) of the scalar doublets
�1,2. This means that v1,2 will be assumed to be both real and (without loss of generality) non-negative. Thus
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If one does not impose discrete symmetries, then there are tree-level FCNCs in the 2HDM. A prototypemodel of this kind,
the so-called type III 2HDM, is discussed in Section 3, along with other such models, such as the Branco–Grimus–Lavoura
(BGL) model and models of Minimal Flavour Violation.

All 2HDMs have charged scalar bosons (‘charged Higgses’). An analysis of charged-Higgs production and decay, for all the
2HDMs of Section 2, is presented in Section 4; this is followed by a discussion of charged-Higgs phenomenology in models
with tree-level FCNC.

In Section 5 we relax the rather strict assumptions made in this introduction and in Sections 2–4. An analysis of the full
scalar potential, including the vacuum structure with or without CP violation and the possible symmetries one can impose
on the potential, is presented.

As noted earlier, the 2HDMoffers possibilities for new sources of CP violation. This is analysed in some detail in Section 6.
In particular we discuss the weak-basis invariant conditions for the 2HDM Lagrangian to be CP invariant and we present a
minimal realistic extension of the Standard Model, with spontaneous CP violation.

In Section 8 we briefly summarize some of our conclusions. Some isolated topics that the reader may want to consult
separately – constraints on the parameters of the potential fromunitarity, renormalization-group running of the parameters
of 2HDMs, and contributions to the oblique parameters from the scalar sector of 2HDMs – are left to appendices.

2. Models with natural flavour conservation

The most serious potential problem facing all 2HDMs1 is the possibility of tree level flavour-changing neutral
currents(FCNC). For example, the Yukawa couplings of the Q = �1/3 quarks will, in general, be

LY = y1ij ̄i j�1 + y2ij ̄i j�2, (9)

where i, j are generation indices. The mass matrix is then

Mij = y1ij
v1
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+ y2ij
v2
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. (10)

In the Standard Model, diagonalizing the mass matrix automatically diagonalizes the Yukawa interactions, therefore there
are no tree-level FCNC. In 2HDMs, however, in general y1 and y2 will not be simultaneously diagonalizable, and thus the
Yukawa couplings will not be flavour diagonal. Neutral Higgs scalars � will mediate FCNC of the form, for example, ds�.

These FCNC can cause severe phenomenological difficulties. The ds� interaction, for example, will lead to K–K mixing
at tree level. If the coupling is as large as the b-quark Yukawa coupling, the mass of the exchanged scalar would have to
exceed 10 TeV [25,26]. Nonetheless, under reasonable assumptions, models with these FCNC may still be viable. They will
be discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, however, we will assume that tree level FCNC are completely absent, due
to a discrete or continuous symmetry.

It is easy to see that if all fermionswith the samequantumnumbers (which are thus capable ofmixing) couple to the same
Higgs multiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This was formalized by the Paschos–Glashow–Weinberg theorem [27,28] which
states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of FCNC at tree level is that all fermions of a given charge and
helicity transform according to the same irreducible representation of SU(2), correspond to the same eigenvalue of T3 and
that a basis exists in which they receive their contributions in the mass matrix from a single source. In the Standard Model
with left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets, this theorem implies that all right-handed quarks of a given charge
must couple to a single Higgs multiplet. In the 2HDM, this can only be ensured by the introduction of discrete or continuous
symmetries.

Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, there are only two possibilities. In the type I 2HDM, all quarks couple to just
one of the Higgs doublets (conventionally chosen to be �2). In the type II 2HDM, the Q = 2/3 right-handed (RH) quarks
couple to one Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be �2) and the Q = �1/3 RH quarks couple to the other (�1). The
type I 2HDM can be enforced with a simple �1 ! ��1 discrete symmetry, whereas the type II 2HDM is enforced with a
�1 ! ��1, diR ! �diR discrete symmetry. Note that the original Peccei–Quinn models as well as supersymmetric models
give the same Yukawa couplings as in a type II 2HDM, but do it by using continuous symmetries.

Wewill in this chapter consider that there is no CP violation in the vacuumexpectation values (vevs) of the scalar doublets
�1,2. This means that v1,2 will be assumed to be both real and (without loss of generality) non-negative. Thus
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with v1 = v cos� and v2 = v sin� . Then, the neutral Goldstone boson is G0 = ⌘1 cos� + ⌘2 sin� . The linear combination
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The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
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12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
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• Exact Wrong Sign Limit (EWS): 

• Decoupling through Alignment: 

Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by
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The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be
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An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.
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m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:

t� , m
2
, MH , MA, MH± , Mt0 , Mb0 , M⌧ 0 , M⌫0 . (2.13)
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coupling has opposite sign to that of the up-type quark, i.e., b0 = �t0 . More interesting

is that in the exact wrong-sign limit where all of the down-type fermions have opposite

Higgs coupling to the up-type fermion, the new contributions to �� and Z� also vanish.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the SM

with only one Higgs doublet [7]: the Higgs sector should be extended as in the two Higgs

doublet model (2HDM) [8–11]. Authors in Ref. [6] showed that the Type-II 2HDM with a

sequential fourth generation satisfies not only the Higgs signal strength measurements but

also the oblique parameters �S and �T . Follow-up studies focused on top quark dipole

moments [12], dark matter [13], and lepton flavor changing in the Higgs boson decays [14].

Albeit the appeal of the model in satisfying the Higgs precision constraint through such

a simple remedy, this model has a potentially dangerous spot, the phenomenology of the

heavy Higgs bosons. The 2HDM has five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar

h, the heavy CP-even scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons

H
±. With a sequential fourth generation, the Yukawa couplings of the fourth generation

fermion F with all the Higgs bosons are proportional to the fermion mass MF , which

are naturally very large. In addition, the down-type fermion Yukawa couplings with H

and A, Y
H/A

b0 , are proportional to tan � while the up-type fermion couplings are inversely

proportional to tan �, where tan � is the ratio of two vaccum expectation values (VEVs)

of two Higgs doublet fields. The cancellation of t
0 and b

0 contributions to the hgg coupling

does not occur to the Hgg and Agg couplings. At the LHC, H and A can be copiously

produced.

Another concern is from the exact wrong-sign limit, the key that allows the sequential

fourth generation. It relates two mixing angles ↵ and � through ↵+� = ⇡/2, where ↵ is the

mixing angle between h and H. Unless tan � becomes very large, the exact wrong-sign limit

cannot approach the alignment limit of sin(� � ↵) = 1. Since too large tan � breaks the

perturbativity of Y
H/A

b0 , the exact wrong-sign limit brings about significant deviation from

the alignment limit. One important consequence is the di↵erent dependence of the scalar

quartic couplings on the heavy Higgs bosons masses from the alignment limit. As shall

be shown, this di↵erence causes a serious result on the perturbative unitarity of scalar-

scalar scattering, the upper bounds on the heavy Higgs boson masses. The decoupling

limit cannot be achieved along with the exact wrong-sign limit. The model does not have a

safety zone. We need a comprehensive study on the phenomenology of the model including

the heavy Higgs bosons, which is our main purpose.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the Type-II 2HDM with a

sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit. The Higgs coupling modifiers

in this model are compared with those in the alignment limit, with special focus on V .

Section 3 deals with the theoretical constraints on the scalar sector: the bounded-from-

below potential, unitarity, perturbativity, and vacuum stability. Here we shall explicitly

show that the behavior of �3 about MH is very di↵erent from that in the alignment limit. In

Sec. 4, we study the indirect constraints from the electroweak oblique parameters and the

Higgs precision data. The observed V restricts tan � significantly. Based on the narrowed

parameter space from the theoretical and indirect constraints, we study the decay and

production of H and A in Sec. 5. Here we shall point out that above the b
0
b̄
0 threshold,
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If one does not impose discrete symmetries, then there are tree-level FCNCs in the 2HDM. A prototypemodel of this kind,
the so-called type III 2HDM, is discussed in Section 3, along with other such models, such as the Branco–Grimus–Lavoura
(BGL) model and models of Minimal Flavour Violation.

All 2HDMs have charged scalar bosons (‘charged Higgses’). An analysis of charged-Higgs production and decay, for all the
2HDMs of Section 2, is presented in Section 4; this is followed by a discussion of charged-Higgs phenomenology in models
with tree-level FCNC.

In Section 5 we relax the rather strict assumptions made in this introduction and in Sections 2–4. An analysis of the full
scalar potential, including the vacuum structure with or without CP violation and the possible symmetries one can impose
on the potential, is presented.

As noted earlier, the 2HDMoffers possibilities for new sources of CP violation. This is analysed in some detail in Section 6.
In particular we discuss the weak-basis invariant conditions for the 2HDM Lagrangian to be CP invariant and we present a
minimal realistic extension of the Standard Model, with spontaneous CP violation.

In Section 8 we briefly summarize some of our conclusions. Some isolated topics that the reader may want to consult
separately – constraints on the parameters of the potential fromunitarity, renormalization-group running of the parameters
of 2HDMs, and contributions to the oblique parameters from the scalar sector of 2HDMs – are left to appendices.

2. Models with natural flavour conservation

The most serious potential problem facing all 2HDMs1 is the possibility of tree level flavour-changing neutral
currents(FCNC). For example, the Yukawa couplings of the Q = �1/3 quarks will, in general, be

LY = y1ij ̄i j�1 + y2ij ̄i j�2, (9)

where i, j are generation indices. The mass matrix is then

Mij = y1ij
v1
p
2

+ y2ij
v2
p
2
. (10)

In the Standard Model, diagonalizing the mass matrix automatically diagonalizes the Yukawa interactions, therefore there
are no tree-level FCNC. In 2HDMs, however, in general y1 and y2 will not be simultaneously diagonalizable, and thus the
Yukawa couplings will not be flavour diagonal. Neutral Higgs scalars � will mediate FCNC of the form, for example, ds�.

These FCNC can cause severe phenomenological difficulties. The ds� interaction, for example, will lead to K–K mixing
at tree level. If the coupling is as large as the b-quark Yukawa coupling, the mass of the exchanged scalar would have to
exceed 10 TeV [25,26]. Nonetheless, under reasonable assumptions, models with these FCNC may still be viable. They will
be discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, however, we will assume that tree level FCNC are completely absent, due
to a discrete or continuous symmetry.

It is easy to see that if all fermionswith the samequantumnumbers (which are thus capable ofmixing) couple to the same
Higgs multiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This was formalized by the Paschos–Glashow–Weinberg theorem [27,28] which
states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of FCNC at tree level is that all fermions of a given charge and
helicity transform according to the same irreducible representation of SU(2), correspond to the same eigenvalue of T3 and
that a basis exists in which they receive their contributions in the mass matrix from a single source. In the Standard Model
with left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets, this theorem implies that all right-handed quarks of a given charge
must couple to a single Higgs multiplet. In the 2HDM, this can only be ensured by the introduction of discrete or continuous
symmetries.

Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, there are only two possibilities. In the type I 2HDM, all quarks couple to just
one of the Higgs doublets (conventionally chosen to be �2). In the type II 2HDM, the Q = 2/3 right-handed (RH) quarks
couple to one Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be �2) and the Q = �1/3 RH quarks couple to the other (�1). The
type I 2HDM can be enforced with a simple �1 ! ��1 discrete symmetry, whereas the type II 2HDM is enforced with a
�1 ! ��1, diR ! �diR discrete symmetry. Note that the original Peccei–Quinn models as well as supersymmetric models
give the same Yukawa couplings as in a type II 2HDM, but do it by using continuous symmetries.

Wewill in this chapter consider that there is no CP violation in the vacuumexpectation values (vevs) of the scalar doublets
�1,2. This means that v1,2 will be assumed to be both real and (without loss of generality) non-negative. Thus

�j =

✓
�+
j�

vj + ⇢j + i⌘j
�
/
p
2

◆
, (11)

with v1 = v cos� and v2 = v sin� . Then, the neutral Goldstone boson is G0 = ⌘1 cos� + ⌘2 sin� . The linear combination
of the ⌘j orthogonal to G0 is the physical pseudoscalar

A = ⌘1 sin� � ⌘2 cos�. (12)

1 All multi-Higgs-doublet models in general face this potential problem.
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the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:
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where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is
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The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
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where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is
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2HDM scalar potential (CP-conserving)
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Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by
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The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be

set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be

minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-

modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b
0 and ⌧

0 have opposite Yukawa couplings

to t
0 and ⌫

0. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential

fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from

the sequential fourth generation fermions to �� and Z� are also suppressed in the heavy

MF limit [6]:
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An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.

Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain

the model significantly.

We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,

there are 7 free parameters of m
2
12, t� , and �1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for

m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:
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As noted earlier, the 2HDMoffers possibilities for new sources of CP violation. This is analysed in some detail in Section 6.
In particular we discuss the weak-basis invariant conditions for the 2HDM Lagrangian to be CP invariant and we present a
minimal realistic extension of the Standard Model, with spontaneous CP violation.

In Section 8 we briefly summarize some of our conclusions. Some isolated topics that the reader may want to consult
separately – constraints on the parameters of the potential fromunitarity, renormalization-group running of the parameters
of 2HDMs, and contributions to the oblique parameters from the scalar sector of 2HDMs – are left to appendices.

2. Models with natural flavour conservation

The most serious potential problem facing all 2HDMs1 is the possibility of tree level flavour-changing neutral
currents(FCNC). For example, the Yukawa couplings of the Q = �1/3 quarks will, in general, be

LY = y1ij ̄i j�1 + y2ij ̄i j�2, (9)

where i, j are generation indices. The mass matrix is then
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In the Standard Model, diagonalizing the mass matrix automatically diagonalizes the Yukawa interactions, therefore there
are no tree-level FCNC. In 2HDMs, however, in general y1 and y2 will not be simultaneously diagonalizable, and thus the
Yukawa couplings will not be flavour diagonal. Neutral Higgs scalars � will mediate FCNC of the form, for example, ds�.

These FCNC can cause severe phenomenological difficulties. The ds� interaction, for example, will lead to K–K mixing
at tree level. If the coupling is as large as the b-quark Yukawa coupling, the mass of the exchanged scalar would have to
exceed 10 TeV [25,26]. Nonetheless, under reasonable assumptions, models with these FCNC may still be viable. They will
be discussed in the next chapter. In this chapter, however, we will assume that tree level FCNC are completely absent, due
to a discrete or continuous symmetry.

It is easy to see that if all fermionswith the samequantumnumbers (which are thus capable ofmixing) couple to the same
Higgs multiplet, then FCNC will be absent. This was formalized by the Paschos–Glashow–Weinberg theorem [27,28] which
states that a necessary and sufficient condition for the absence of FCNC at tree level is that all fermions of a given charge and
helicity transform according to the same irreducible representation of SU(2), correspond to the same eigenvalue of T3 and
that a basis exists in which they receive their contributions in the mass matrix from a single source. In the Standard Model
with left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets, this theorem implies that all right-handed quarks of a given charge
must couple to a single Higgs multiplet. In the 2HDM, this can only be ensured by the introduction of discrete or continuous
symmetries.

Looking at the quark sector of the 2HDM, there are only two possibilities. In the type I 2HDM, all quarks couple to just
one of the Higgs doublets (conventionally chosen to be �2). In the type II 2HDM, the Q = 2/3 right-handed (RH) quarks
couple to one Higgs doublet (conventionally chosen to be �2) and the Q = �1/3 RH quarks couple to the other (�1). The
type I 2HDM can be enforced with a simple �1 ! ��1 discrete symmetry, whereas the type II 2HDM is enforced with a
�1 ! ��1, diR ! �diR discrete symmetry. Note that the original Peccei–Quinn models as well as supersymmetric models
give the same Yukawa couplings as in a type II 2HDM, but do it by using continuous symmetries.

Wewill in this chapter consider that there is no CP violation in the vacuumexpectation values (vevs) of the scalar doublets
�1,2. This means that v1,2 will be assumed to be both real and (without loss of generality) non-negative. Thus

�j =

✓
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j�

vj + ⇢j + i⌘j
�
/
p
2

◆
, (11)

with v1 = v cos� and v2 = v sin� . Then, the neutral Goldstone boson is G0 = ⌘1 cos� + ⌘2 sin� . The linear combination
of the ⌘j orthogonal to G0 is the physical pseudoscalar

A = ⌘1 sin� � ⌘2 cos�. (12)

1 All multi-Higgs-doublet models in general face this potential problem.
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Z2 : �ij

⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠
FCNC

1

the total decay widths of both H and A become so wide like �H/A

tot ⇠ MH/A. The ordinary

analysis based on � ⇥ B does not work here. We suggest a method to probe this very

fat resonance, not relying on the total event counting. The production cross sections of

the gluon fusion of H and A are also studied. In Sec. 6, we consider direct search results

for new particles at the LEP and LHC, e
+
e
�

! 4b, 4⌧, 2b2⌧ and pp ! ⌧⌧ , ZZ, Zh. Two

smoking-gun signals, Zh for A and ZZ for H, are to be elaborated, drawing a rather strong

conclusion that this model at leading order is excluded by the combination of theoretical

and experimental constraints. In Sec. 7, we summarize and conclude.

2 Review of the 2HDM-SM4

We consider a 2HDM with a sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

The Higgs sector and the fermion sector are extended by introducing two complex SU(2)L
Higgs doublet scalar fields, �1 and �2 [15], and a sequential fourth generation respectively:

�i =

0

@
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+
i

vi + hi + i⌘i
p
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0
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!
, t

0
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0
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⌫
0
L

⌧
0
L

!
, ⌫

0
R, ⌧

0
R, (2.1)

where i = 1, 2, and v1,2 is the nonzero VEV of �1,2. Note that the anomaly cancel-

lation condition [16, 17] requires the existence of the fourth generation leptons. When

parametrizing t� = v2/v1, one linear combination H1 = c��1 + s��2 has nonzero VEV of

v =
p

v
2
1 + v

2
2 = 246 GeV, which generates the electroweak symmetry breaking. Its or-

thogonal combination H2 = �s��1 + c��2 acquires zero VEV. For simplicity of notation,

we take sx = sin x, cx = cos x, and tx = tan x.

In order to avoid flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) at tree level, a discrete Z2

symmetry is imposed, under which �1 ! �1 and �2 ! ��2 [18, 19]. Then the most

general scalar potential with CP invariance and softly broken Z2 symmetry is

V� = m
2
11�

†
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2
22�
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2
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†
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+
1

2
�1(�

†
1�1)
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1
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�2(�

†
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1�1)(�

†
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†
1�2)(�

†
2�1)

+
1

2
�5

h
(�†

1�2)
2 + H.c.

i
. (2.2)

The CP invariance requires all of the parameters to be real. Note that the soft Z2 symmetry

breaking parameter m
2
12 can be negative.

There are five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar h, the heavy CP-even

scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons H
±. They are related

with the weak eigenstates in Eq. (2.1) via
 

h1

h2

!
= R(↵)

 
H

h

!
,

 
⌘1

⌘2

!
= R(�)

 
z
0

A

!
,

 
w

±
1

w
±
2

!
= R(↵)

 
w

±

H
±

!
, (2.3)

where z
0 and w

± are the Goldstone bosons to be eaten by the Z and W bosons, respectively.

The rotation matrix R(✓) is

R(✓) =

 
c✓ �s✓

s✓ c✓

!
. (2.4)
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2HDM scalar potential (CP-conserving)

𝜶: Neutral Higgs mixing angle

𝜷: Ratio between the 
VEV scale of the two 

scalar fields

{mh,mH ,mA,m
+/�
H

, v,�, tan�, cos↵}=>

• Exact Wrong Sign Limit (EWS): 

• Decoupling through Alignment: 

Based on the observation that �g is proportional to (t0 + b0) for MF � mh and the

current LHC data cannot determine the sign of b yet, the exact wrong-sign limit [6, 11, 24]

is suggested, given by

↵ =
⇡

2
� � (exact wrong-sign limit) (2.10)

�! u = 1, d = �1, V =
t
2
�
� 1

t
2
�

+ 1
, ⇠V =

2t�

t
2
�

+ 1
.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the

SM where there exists only one scalar doublet field: all of the Yukawa couplings can be

set positive by chiral rotation. We need an additional Higgs doublet field, which can be

minimally realized in the 2HDM. Among four types of the 2HDM, only Type-II can accom-

modate the exact wrong-sign limit where both b
0 and ⌧

0 have opposite Yukawa couplings

to t
0 and ⌫

0. In what follows, 2HDM-SM4 denotes the Type-II 2HDM with a sequential

fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit.

More surprising feature of the exact wrong-sign limit is that new contributions from

the sequential fourth generation fermions to �� and Z� are also suppressed in the heavy

MF limit [6]:

��� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Q
2
f
N

f

C
f = 0, (2.11)

�Z� /

X

f=t0,b0,⌧ 0

Qf (T
f

3 )LN
f

C
f = 0,

where Qf is the electric charge of the fermion f , N
f

C
is the color factor, and (T f

3 )L is the

isospin projection of the left-handed fL.

In the 2HDM, however, there exist other Higgs bosons, H, A, and H
±. The exact

wrong-sign condition simplifies ⇠
H,A

u,d
, defined in Eq. (2.5), into

⇠
H

u = ⇠
A

u =
1

t�
⌘ ⇠u, ⇠

H

d
= ⇠

A

d
= t� ⌘ ⇠d. (2.12)

An immediate concern is that the Yukawa couplings of b
0 and ⌧

0 with H and A, proportional

to the heavy fermion masses, can be dangerously large especially in the large t� limit.

Theoretical principles and collider experiments associated with H and A shall constrain

the model significantly.

We now specify the model parameters in the 2HDM-SM4. In the scalar potential sector,

there are 7 free parameters of m
2
12, t� , and �1,··· ,5, after applying the tadpole conditions for

m11 and m22. Equivalently we can take the physical parameters of mh, MH , MA, MH± , m
2,

↵ and �, where m
2 = m

2
12/(s�c�) is chosen because of its e�ciency to show the invariance

under the reparameterization in the space of Lagrangian [25]. Since mh = 125 GeV is

known and the exact wrong-sign limit relates ↵ and � as ↵ + � = ⇡/2, there are five free

parameters in the scalar sector. In the fourth generation fermion sector, only their masses

are unknown because their gauge and Yukawa couplings are the same as the SM fermions.

In summary, the 2HDM-SM4 has the following model parameters:

t� , m
2
, MH , MA, MH± , Mt0 , Mb0 , M⌧ 0 , M⌫0 . (2.13)
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coupling has opposite sign to that of the up-type quark, i.e., b0 = �t0 . More interesting

is that in the exact wrong-sign limit where all of the down-type fermions have opposite

Higgs coupling to the up-type fermion, the new contributions to �� and Z� also vanish.

The wrong-sign Yukawa couplings for the down-type fermions cannot be realized in the SM

with only one Higgs doublet [7]: the Higgs sector should be extended as in the two Higgs

doublet model (2HDM) [8–11]. Authors in Ref. [6] showed that the Type-II 2HDM with a

sequential fourth generation satisfies not only the Higgs signal strength measurements but

also the oblique parameters �S and �T . Follow-up studies focused on top quark dipole

moments [12], dark matter [13], and lepton flavor changing in the Higgs boson decays [14].

Albeit the appeal of the model in satisfying the Higgs precision constraint through such

a simple remedy, this model has a potentially dangerous spot, the phenomenology of the

heavy Higgs bosons. The 2HDM has five physical Higgs bosons, the light CP-even scalar

h, the heavy CP-even scalar H, the CP-odd pseudoscalar A, and two charged Higgs bosons

H
±. With a sequential fourth generation, the Yukawa couplings of the fourth generation

fermion F with all the Higgs bosons are proportional to the fermion mass MF , which

are naturally very large. In addition, the down-type fermion Yukawa couplings with H

and A, Y
H/A

b0 , are proportional to tan � while the up-type fermion couplings are inversely

proportional to tan �, where tan � is the ratio of two vaccum expectation values (VEVs)

of two Higgs doublet fields. The cancellation of t
0 and b

0 contributions to the hgg coupling

does not occur to the Hgg and Agg couplings. At the LHC, H and A can be copiously

produced.

Another concern is from the exact wrong-sign limit, the key that allows the sequential

fourth generation. It relates two mixing angles ↵ and � through ↵+� = ⇡/2, where ↵ is the

mixing angle between h and H. Unless tan � becomes very large, the exact wrong-sign limit

cannot approach the alignment limit of sin(� � ↵) = 1. Since too large tan � breaks the

perturbativity of Y
H/A

b0 , the exact wrong-sign limit brings about significant deviation from

the alignment limit. One important consequence is the di↵erent dependence of the scalar

quartic couplings on the heavy Higgs bosons masses from the alignment limit. As shall

be shown, this di↵erence causes a serious result on the perturbative unitarity of scalar-

scalar scattering, the upper bounds on the heavy Higgs boson masses. The decoupling

limit cannot be achieved along with the exact wrong-sign limit. The model does not have a

safety zone. We need a comprehensive study on the phenomenology of the model including

the heavy Higgs bosons, which is our main purpose.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we review the Type-II 2HDM with a

sequential fourth generation in the exact wrong-sign limit. The Higgs coupling modifiers

in this model are compared with those in the alignment limit, with special focus on V .

Section 3 deals with the theoretical constraints on the scalar sector: the bounded-from-

below potential, unitarity, perturbativity, and vacuum stability. Here we shall explicitly

show that the behavior of �3 about MH is very di↵erent from that in the alignment limit. In

Sec. 4, we study the indirect constraints from the electroweak oblique parameters and the

Higgs precision data. The observed V restricts tan � significantly. Based on the narrowed

parameter space from the theoretical and indirect constraints, we study the decay and

production of H and A in Sec. 5. Here we shall point out that above the b
0
b̄
0 threshold,
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(Realized in 2HDM Type II)

• EWS Cannot Approach Alignment ⇒ Upper bound on MH, A, H± ≲ 900 GeV
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• Direct Search for the Additional Higgs

process target mass range experiment

e
+
e
�
! 4b, 4⌧, bb̄⌧⌧ A [2m⌧ , 100 GeV] LEP [57]

pp ! ⌧⌧ H, A
[100 GeV, 1 TeV] LHC Run 1 [58, 59]

[90 GeV, 3.2 TeV] LHC Run 2 [60, 61]

pp ! ZZ
(⇤)

H [110 GeV, 1 TeV] LHC Run-2 [62–65]

pp ! Zh A [200, 1000] LHC Run-1 [66, 67]

Table 1: Summary of the direct searches e�cient for H/A in the 2HDM-SM4 at high

energy colliders.

LEP result excludes MA . 65 GeV. This is consistent with the exclusion from B
h

BSM, as

discussed below Eq. (4.3).

Figure 8: �(gg ! A)⇥B(A ! ⌧⌧) as a function of MA at the 13 TeV LHC for t� = 3 and
t� = 4, We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by using HIGLU

package [54]. For comparison, we also show the 95% C.L. upper limits on � ⇥ B(� ! ⌧⌧)
data [60, 61].

We now consider the resonance searches in the ⌧⌧ channel at the LHC. Both ATLAS

and CMS experiments presented their results based on the Run-1 [58, 59] and Run-2 [60, 61]

data. Since the LHC Run-1 data at
p

s = 7+8 TeV put weaker constraints, we focus on the

Run-2 results. In Fig. 8, we show �⇥B(A ! ⌧⌧) in the 2HDM-SM4 at the 13 TeV LHC. As

shall be shown in the next sub-section, the pseudoscalar A gets much stronger constraint

from the ⌧⌧ channel than the CP-even H. It is partly because the gluon fusion production

of A is more e�cient due to larger loop function than that of H: see Fig. 7. Another reason

is larger branching ratio of A ! ⌧⌧ because of the absence of A ! WW/ZZ/hh. Both

ATLAS and CMS experiments exclude the parameter space with t� � 4 and MA  2Mb0 .

When t� = 3 (the minimum value of t� allowed by the observed V ), two experiments
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• Direct Search in ZZ channel for the Additional Higgs

2HDM-4SM signal 
shows a large mass 
threshold and broad 
resonance peak, and 
constrained by LHC ZZ 
data

mZZ [GeV]
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<latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiPwRAQUq83sCO7TpmRzUnBsQA0=">AAACE3icbVA7T8MwGHR4lvAqMLJYtEiIoU26wMBQiQHGItGHmkSR4zitVTuJbAepivofWPgrLAwgxMrCxr/BbTNAy0mWTnffyxekjEplWd/Gyura+sZmacvc3tnd2y8fHHZkkglM2jhhiegFSBJGY9JWVDHSSwVBPGCkG4yup373gQhJk/hejVPicTSIaUQxUlryy+fubEYeMIRHE7MaQlfSAUf1EHI/7/cnVeikQf2GdDy/XLFq1gxwmdgFqYACLb/85YYJzjiJFWZISse2UuXlSCiKGZmYbiZJqteiAXE0jREn0stn90zgqVZCGCVCv1jBmfq7I0dcyjEPdCVHaigXvan4n+dkKrr0chqnmSIxni+KMgZVAqcBwZAKghUba4KwoPpWiIdIIKx0jKYOwV788jLpNGq2VbPvGpXmVRFHCRyDE3AGbHABmuAWtEAbYPAInsEreDOejBfj3fiYl64YRc8R+APj8wcky50A</latexit>

t� = 4, MH = 900 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4kJKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXip7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNsZ2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4kJKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXip7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNsZ2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4kJKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXip7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNsZ2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Btseh8am93ojkf8JbghCy6nQPAA=">AAACDXicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXYCt4kJKIoB4KRQ/2IlSwrdCEsNm+6uJmE3ZfhBL6B7z4V7x4UMSrd2/+GzdtD1odWBhm3vD2TZgIrtFxvqyZ2bn5hcXCUnF5ZXVtvbSx2dZxqhi0WCxidR1SDYJLaCFHAdeJAhqFAjrh3Vnud+5BaR7LKxwk4Ef0RvI+ZxSNFJQqXip7oPJ4VsHACwFp7XD/ImjUThyn4u2fQ3sYlMpO1RnB/kvcCSmTCZpB6dPrxSyNQCITVOuu6yToZ1QhZwKGRS/VkFB2R2+ga6ikEWg/G10ztHeN0rP7sTJPoj1SfyYyGmk9iEIzGVG81dNeLv7ndVPsH/sZl0mKINl4UT8VNsZ2Xo3d4woYioEhlClu/mqzW6ooQ1Ng0ZTgTp/8l7QPqq5TdS8PyvXTSR0Fsk12yB5xyRGpkwZpkhZh5IE8kRfyaj1az9ab9T4enbEmmS3yC9bHN/8cmi8=</latexit>

d�h
<latexit sha1_base64="dPXyq82kq2mDAsQ+PwdUHg/UK+I=">AAACAXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgAWJxaJFYqqSLjAwVGJhLBJ9SE0UOY7TWrWdyHaQqqgs/AoLAwix8hds/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9Ycqo0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Cop5JMYtLFCUvkIESKMCpIV1PNyCCVBPGQkX44uZn7/QciFU3EvZ6mxOdoJGhMMdJGCuwTr3gjD1lGZo0IeoqOOArGjcCuO02nAFwlbknqoEQnsL+8KMEZJ0JjhpQauk6q/RxJTTEjs5qXKZIiPEEjMjRUIE6UnxfbZ/DcKBGME2lKaFiovydyxJWa8tB0cqTHatmbi/95w0zHV35ORZppIvBiUZwxqBM4jwNGVBKs2dQQhCU1f4V4jCTC2oRWMyG4yyevkl6r6TpN965Vb1+XcVTBKTgDF8AFl6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj0VrxSpnjsEfWJ8/NMqWrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPXyq82kq2mDAsQ+PwdUHg/UK+I=">AAACAXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgAWJxaJFYqqSLjAwVGJhLBJ9SE0UOY7TWrWdyHaQqqgs/AoLAwix8hds/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9Ycqo0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Cop5JMYtLFCUvkIESKMCpIV1PNyCCVBPGQkX44uZn7/QciFU3EvZ6mxOdoJGhMMdJGCuwTr3gjD1lGZo0IeoqOOArGjcCuO02nAFwlbknqoEQnsL+8KMEZJ0JjhpQauk6q/RxJTTEjs5qXKZIiPEEjMjRUIE6UnxfbZ/DcKBGME2lKaFiovydyxJWa8tB0cqTHatmbi/95w0zHV35ORZppIvBiUZwxqBM4jwNGVBKs2dQQhCU1f4V4jCTC2oRWMyG4yyevkl6r6TpN965Vb1+XcVTBKTgDF8AFl6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj0VrxSpnjsEfWJ8/NMqWrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPXyq82kq2mDAsQ+PwdUHg/UK+I=">AAACAXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgAWJxaJFYqqSLjAwVGJhLBJ9SE0UOY7TWrWdyHaQqqgs/AoLAwix8hds/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9Ycqo0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Cop5JMYtLFCUvkIESKMCpIV1PNyCCVBPGQkX44uZn7/QciFU3EvZ6mxOdoJGhMMdJGCuwTr3gjD1lGZo0IeoqOOArGjcCuO02nAFwlbknqoEQnsL+8KMEZJ0JjhpQauk6q/RxJTTEjs5qXKZIiPEEjMjRUIE6UnxfbZ/DcKBGME2lKaFiovydyxJWa8tB0cqTHatmbi/95w0zHV35ORZppIvBiUZwxqBM4jwNGVBKs2dQQhCU1f4V4jCTC2oRWMyG4yyevkl6r6TpN965Vb1+XcVTBKTgDF8AFl6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj0VrxSpnjsEfWJ8/NMqWrg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dPXyq82kq2mDAsQ+PwdUHg/UK+I=">AAACAXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgAWJxaJFYqqSLjAwVGJhLBJ9SE0UOY7TWrWdyHaQqqgs/AoLAwix8hds/A1umgFajnSlo3Pu9fU9Ycqo0o7zbVXW1jc2t6rbtZ3dvf0D+/Cop5JMYtLFCUvkIESKMCpIV1PNyCCVBPGQkX44uZn7/QciFU3EvZ6mxOdoJGhMMdJGCuwTr3gjD1lGZo0IeoqOOArGjcCuO02nAFwlbknqoEQnsL+8KMEZJ0JjhpQauk6q/RxJTTEjs5qXKZIiPEEjMjRUIE6UnxfbZ/DcKBGME2lKaFiovydyxJWa8tB0cqTHatmbi/95w0zHV35ORZppIvBiUZwxqBM4jwNGVBKs2dQQhCU1f4V4jCTC2oRWMyG4yyevkl6r6TpN965Vb1+XcVTBKTgDF8AFl6ANbkEHdAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj0VrxSpnjsEfWJ8/NMqWrg==</latexit>

d�H<latexit sha1_base64="LbTauqMMlugOurwozbCMg+/OoXk=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g63gKkyixhZcFNx0WcHWQhPKZDJph84kYWYilNLfcONCEbf+jDv/xulDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QZZ0oj9GEVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUeluSS0TVKeym6IFeUsoW3NNKfdTFIsQk7vwtH1zL+7p1KxNLnV44wGAg8SFjOCtZH8agR9xQYC95vVfrmC7HodnTseRPYFQq5XNwSduTXPg46N5qiAJVr98rsfpSQXNNGEY6V6Dsp0MMFSM8LptOTnimaYjPCA9gxNsKAqmMxvnsITo0QwTqWpRMO5+n1igoVSYxGaToH1UP32ZuJfXi/XcS2YsCTLNU3IYlGcc6hTOAsARkxSovnYEEwkM7dCMsQSE21iKpkQvj6F/5OOazvIdm7cSuNqGUcRHIFjcAoccAkaoAlaoA0IyMADeALPVm49Wi/W66K1YC1nDsEPWG+fJxWRFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbTauqMMlugOurwozbCMg+/OoXk=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g63gKkyixhZcFNx0WcHWQhPKZDJph84kYWYilNLfcONCEbf+jDv/xulDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QZZ0oj9GEVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUeluSS0TVKeym6IFeUsoW3NNKfdTFIsQk7vwtH1zL+7p1KxNLnV44wGAg8SFjOCtZH8agR9xQYC95vVfrmC7HodnTseRPYFQq5XNwSduTXPg46N5qiAJVr98rsfpSQXNNGEY6V6Dsp0MMFSM8LptOTnimaYjPCA9gxNsKAqmMxvnsITo0QwTqWpRMO5+n1igoVSYxGaToH1UP32ZuJfXi/XcS2YsCTLNU3IYlGcc6hTOAsARkxSovnYEEwkM7dCMsQSE21iKpkQvj6F/5OOazvIdm7cSuNqGUcRHIFjcAoccAkaoAlaoA0IyMADeALPVm49Wi/W66K1YC1nDsEPWG+fJxWRFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbTauqMMlugOurwozbCMg+/OoXk=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g63gKkyixhZcFNx0WcHWQhPKZDJph84kYWYilNLfcONCEbf+jDv/xulDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QZZ0oj9GEVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUeluSS0TVKeym6IFeUsoW3NNKfdTFIsQk7vwtH1zL+7p1KxNLnV44wGAg8SFjOCtZH8agR9xQYC95vVfrmC7HodnTseRPYFQq5XNwSduTXPg46N5qiAJVr98rsfpSQXNNGEY6V6Dsp0MMFSM8LptOTnimaYjPCA9gxNsKAqmMxvnsITo0QwTqWpRMO5+n1igoVSYxGaToH1UP32ZuJfXi/XcS2YsCTLNU3IYlGcc6hTOAsARkxSovnYEEwkM7dCMsQSE21iKpkQvj6F/5OOazvIdm7cSuNqGUcRHIFjcAoccAkaoAlaoA0IyMADeALPVm49Wi/W66K1YC1nDsEPWG+fJxWRFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LbTauqMMlugOurwozbCMg+/OoXk=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g63gKkyixhZcFNx0WcHWQhPKZDJph84kYWYilNLfcONCEbf+jDv/xulDUNEDFw7n3Mu994QZZ0oj9GEVVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dvfL+QUeluSS0TVKeym6IFeUsoW3NNKfdTFIsQk7vwtH1zL+7p1KxNLnV44wGAg8SFjOCtZH8agR9xQYC95vVfrmC7HodnTseRPYFQq5XNwSduTXPg46N5qiAJVr98rsfpSQXNNGEY6V6Dsp0MMFSM8LptOTnimaYjPCA9gxNsKAqmMxvnsITo0QwTqWpRMO5+n1igoVSYxGaToH1UP32ZuJfXi/XcS2YsCTLNU3IYlGcc6hTOAsARkxSovnYEEwkM7dCMsQSE21iKpkQvj6F/5OOazvIdm7cSuNqGUcRHIFjcAoccAkaoAlaoA0IyMADeALPVm49Wi/W66K1YC1nDsEPWG+fJxWRFg==</latexit>

total
<latexit sha1_base64="BXgMIeHCD5yAI7PbSVulXZylhPg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLSwCNpYRvCSQHGFvs0mW7O0eu3NCOPIbbCwUsfUH2flv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1MpLPr+t7exubW9s1vaK+8fHB4dV05OW1ZnhvGQaalNJ6aWS6F4iAIl76SG0ySWvB1P7uZ++4kbK7R6xGnKo4SOlBgKRtFJIWqksl+p+jV/AbJOgoJUoUCzX/nqDTTLEq6QSWptN/BTjHJqUDDJZ+VeZnlK2YSOeNdRRRNuo3xx7IxcOmVAhtq4UkgW6u+JnCbWTpPYdSYUx3bVm4v/ed0MhzdRLlSaIVdsuWiYSYKazD8nA2E4Qzl1hDIj3K2EjamhDF0+ZRdCsPryOmnVa4FfCx7q1cZtEUcJzuECriCAa2jAPTQhBAYCnuEV3jzlvXjv3seydcMrZs7gD7zPHwS5jsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BXgMIeHCD5yAI7PbSVulXZylhPg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLSwCNpYRvCSQHGFvs0mW7O0eu3NCOPIbbCwUsfUH2flv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1MpLPr+t7exubW9s1vaK+8fHB4dV05OW1ZnhvGQaalNJ6aWS6F4iAIl76SG0ySWvB1P7uZ++4kbK7R6xGnKo4SOlBgKRtFJIWqksl+p+jV/AbJOgoJUoUCzX/nqDTTLEq6QSWptN/BTjHJqUDDJZ+VeZnlK2YSOeNdRRRNuo3xx7IxcOmVAhtq4UkgW6u+JnCbWTpPYdSYUx3bVm4v/ed0MhzdRLlSaIVdsuWiYSYKazD8nA2E4Qzl1hDIj3K2EjamhDF0+ZRdCsPryOmnVa4FfCx7q1cZtEUcJzuECriCAa2jAPTQhBAYCnuEV3jzlvXjv3seydcMrZs7gD7zPHwS5jsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BXgMIeHCD5yAI7PbSVulXZylhPg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLSwCNpYRvCSQHGFvs0mW7O0eu3NCOPIbbCwUsfUH2flv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1MpLPr+t7exubW9s1vaK+8fHB4dV05OW1ZnhvGQaalNJ6aWS6F4iAIl76SG0ySWvB1P7uZ++4kbK7R6xGnKo4SOlBgKRtFJIWqksl+p+jV/AbJOgoJUoUCzX/nqDTTLEq6QSWptN/BTjHJqUDDJZ+VeZnlK2YSOeNdRRRNuo3xx7IxcOmVAhtq4UkgW6u+JnCbWTpPYdSYUx3bVm4v/ed0MhzdRLlSaIVdsuWiYSYKazD8nA2E4Qzl1hDIj3K2EjamhDF0+ZRdCsPryOmnVa4FfCx7q1cZtEUcJzuECriCAa2jAPTQhBAYCnuEV3jzlvXjv3seydcMrZs7gD7zPHwS5jsg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BXgMIeHCD5yAI7PbSVulXZylhPg=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLSwCNpYRvCSQHGFvs0mW7O0eu3NCOPIbbCwUsfUH2flv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1MpLPr+t7exubW9s1vaK+8fHB4dV05OW1ZnhvGQaalNJ6aWS6F4iAIl76SG0ySWvB1P7uZ++4kbK7R6xGnKo4SOlBgKRtFJIWqksl+p+jV/AbJOgoJUoUCzX/nqDTTLEq6QSWptN/BTjHJqUDDJZ+VeZnlK2YSOeNdRRRNuo3xx7IxcOmVAhtq4UkgW6u+JnCbWTpPYdSYUx3bVm4v/ed0MhzdRLlSaIVdsuWiYSYKazD8nA2E4Qzl1hDIj3K2EjamhDF0+ZRdCsPryOmnVa4FfCx7q1cZtEUcJzuECriCAa2jAPTQhBAYCnuEV3jzlvXjv3seydcMrZs7gD7zPHwS5jsg=</latexit>

d��
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Figure 14: The di↵erential cross section for gg ! ZZ against mZZ in the 2HDM-

SM4 at the 13 TeV LHC. We set t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV. We show individual

contributions from the h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams. We include Kgg = 1.8 [79]

and Kqq̄ = 1.5 [80].

slow the slope around the b
0
b̄
0 threshold. In terms of the total signal rate, the contribution

from the box diagrams is dominant. The H-triangle diagrams yield a very wide resonance

peak around MA = 900 GeV. In the range of mZZ & 1 TeV, the contribution from

the H-triangle diagrams is as large as that from the box diagrams. On the other hand,

the h-triangle diagrams make a negligible contribution in the whole range of mZZ . The

total distribution denoted by the black line shows some deviation from the simple sum of

d�⇤ + d�H + d�h, especially around mZZ ⇠ 700 GeV. Obviously the interference plays a

role.

In Fig. 15, we show the three kinds of interference e↵ects, d�ij defined in Eq. (6.1),

that are too small to show together with non-interference d�i in a single plot. First the

interference between the h-triangle and box diagrams, �h⇤, is destructive and largest. We

observe the threshold e↵ects around 2mt and 2Mb0 . The interference d�H⇤ shows a very

asymmetric and wide peak-dip structure [81], practically like a wide peak of constructive

interference. The opposite sign between d�h⇤ and d�H⇤ is attributed to the opposite sign

between the hb
0
b̄
0 and Hb

0
b̄
0 couplings. Finally d�hH is destructive but negligible.

Figure 16 shows the total invariant mass mZZ distributions of qq̄ ! ZZ in the SM,

gg ! ZZ in the SM and the 2HDM-SM4. We consider three NP cases: (i) t� = 3 and

MH = 500 GeV; (ii) t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV; (i) t� = 7 and MH = 900 GeV. It is clear

to see that the case of t� = 3 and MH = 500 GeV, which was allowed by the ⌧⌧ constraint

in Fig. 12, yields a very outstanding peak because of relatively narrow width and large

production rate of gg ! H. Apparently, the current upper bound on � ⇥ B(� ! ZZ)

excludes this case. Note that the whole parameter space with MH < 2Mb0 (where H

remains as a prominent peak) is excluded since larger t� yields larger production cross
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Figure 12: �(gg ! H) ⇥ B(H ! ⌧⌧) as a function of MH at the 13 TeV LHC. For two
cases of t� = 3 and t� = 4, we set Mt0 = 300 GeV, Mb0 = 340 GeV, M⌫0 = 430 GeV, and
M⌧ 0 = 380 GeV. We apply NNLO K factor to the heavy Higgs resonance production by
using HIGLU package [54]. We also show the ATLAS and CMS 95% C.L. upper bounds on
� ⇥ B(� ! ⌧⌧).
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Figure 13: Feynman diagrams for the gg ! ZZ process in the 2HDM-SM4. Here q

denotes all of the four generation quarks, including t
0 and b

0.

fusion production via the quark loops is sub-leading, of which the cross section is about 10%

of the Drell-Yan process. In the 2HDM-SM4, the Drell-Yan process qq̄ ! ZZ is not a↵ected

since the CKM mixing V4i is extremely suppressed. The gluon fusion process has three

kinds of Feynman diagrams as shown in Fig. 13: (a) the triangle diagrams mediated by

h; (b) the triangle diagrams mediated by H; (c) the box diagrams. New contributions are

from the fourth generation quarks running in the loops and from the H-triangle diagram.

Figure 14 shows the non-interference contributions to d�/dmZZ(gg ! ZZ) from the

h-triangle, H-triangle, and box diagrams as a function of mZZ at the 13 TeV LHC. We

set t� = 4 and MH = 900 GeV and include Kgg = 1.8 and Kqq̄ = 1.5. The definition of

d�i is given in Eq. (6.1). The box diagrams (d�⇤) yield the continuum background with

monotonically decreasing slope against mZZ , but the fourth generation quarks in the loop
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SUMMARY & FUTURE

Discovery of the Higgs completes the SM roster, now what? 

LHC at High invariant mass tail and Future Lepton Colliders: 

• ZZ channel as Effective probe for Higgs (New) Physics 

• ZZ or Z+(Heavy) Higgs Indirect probe of heavy particles contributing 

through loop


